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Abstract—We consider a model predictive control (MPC) set-
ting, where we use the alternating direction method of multipliers
(ADMM) to exploit problem structure. We take advantage of
interacting components in the controlled system by decomposing
its dynamics with virtual subsystems and virtual inputs. We
introduce subsystem-individual penalty parameters together with
optimal selection techniques. Further, we propose a novel mea-
sure of system structure, which we call separation tendency. For
a sufficiently structured system, the resulting structure-exploiting
method has the following characteristics: (i) its computational
complexity scales favorably with the problem size; (ii) it is highly
parallelizable; (iii) it is highly adaptable to the problem at hand;
and (iv), even for a single-thread implementation, it improves
the overall performance. We show a simulation study for cascade
systems and compare the new method to conventional ADMM.
Index Terms—system structure exploitation, predictive control,
alternating direction method of multipliers, distribution
I. INTRODUCTION
IN early applications, model predictive control (MPC) [1],[2] was used in large and cost-intensive processes, for
example in the chemical industry [3]. In such settings, where
the expense of the control hardware in the overall process is
small, we can use a generously-sized computation device that
is capable of hosting a general-purpose solver. In contrast, the
rapid advance of information technology brings MPC-based
control techniques to mass production [4], e.g., in automotive
industries and consumer electronics. In such large-volume
production settings, the pressure on cost-per-unit calls for high
efficiency, which we can achieve through tailored hardware
and specialized algorithms. We focus on the optimization
algorithm, and we use the alternating direction method of
multipliers (ADMM) [5], [6], a first-order method for solv-
ing convex problems. On the hardware side, we consider
embedded platforms, such as field-programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs) or application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs).
ADMM suits embedded devices as it performs only simple
and numerically stable operations [7]. Our goal is to increase
the synergy between the algorithm, platform, and problem, by
adapting ADMM to fit the controlled system. Hence, instead of
pursuing a generalist approach that most off-the-shelve solvers
provide, we develop a specialization strategy that improves the
performance in a specific MPC setting.
We solve MPC problems that are generally composed of a
control objective, system dynamics, and additional state and
input constraints. When we conventionally apply ADMM [8],
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virtual inputs
<latexit sha1_base64="9Qmz7lDmh2Q+Mi D2fqa1YtMm/QM=">AAAJVHiclVZfb9s2EFfTdUu8rUu3x74QCzy0ReZI+d8WAQq0ATqg6b KhaQtYRkBRZ5k1RbIklcQV9F32afa6PQ3Yd9nDTrKchnawYgSCHO/uR94df3dyogW3Lgz/v rF087Nbn3+xvNL58quvb3+zeufb11YVhsEJU0KZtwm1ILiEE8edgLfaAM0TAW+S8dPa/uY MjOVKvnITDYOcZpIPOaMOVaerjzpxc0jfZMmgDHvbu7vhOsEV9nb3tmditL8fVp0zblxBBe FSF852TlfXwl7YLLIoRK2wFrTr+PTO8lKcKlbkIB0T1Np+FGq3Tty5whiKXA5KahxnAqpO XFjQlI1pBuXF0FDmqxKlxo4m1tdKzuAaXzGmxtCJp+2jKGkOdlA2+Veki5qUDJXBP+lIo/U Rbrg/KJvkQbIpYFgI4hSpK0tSboA5MUGBMsMxEcJGFMNxWP+OF5Lj4w8YjoRzpvKcyvRBz LjBxNN+NCjj2tyfverBvfqUXr29jzapUujbEdVwMIWsp4aer3MpwRC84SDSbkAazH1SxkOl nFQOLP8AZC2qHldVx794mKiL/3dvnSaV2TVX9/Y/fblXCCoyhaUa5VWXjJzTjzY26rN7ym QbepxtXNrtPExbKJBMGNWnoJxdeGDG3RzBaG5z6kYLSjvJk4r4EYNE/ho6f0RLIlyeWlNj x1yjoavBYMGR+kQqLlMUfJbmDZp0EyVSUodD4iT3WUOTQlBz4d+cYiyO54CEZIUxeG69w6A tNBIyGk/DdHTeuHlg7JYcUl/30+HhoTNUOqWEnQZFulQIdU5qE7yXTTv5iWIjCI1C60+6B tKCASZiMi7918sM1SN8lfnSIm1kBrNTuk0vuhEQmr4rrDvnKdYEJE4hJfP58p1Rw5WBYdX5 j1w80wh71tQIPxFnhpZn0vptUsYsg/dVGduCMSyzmOBuzkE0Djh9Pzp04hSG2EsNO/ClzB jLUpXPXx29qEqctLgq30cL5RLDs5FLRAFViWO5wrG8FUazWby3vTMTH25tXYfPDIC8hNYT/ eNAvzrPF4BNcC1sfydsnbc2d1opfFjDvHLVRL2muJQxfKGFIiboXjWjJgGkRVnvDUcirEU kBvSYKbzaxkVCTY3qdgiJC+wdMz0fj6GmKnGyzEWF1Lcow8K4yW09a1CJvEK64HYisIXqOv D6gzi9tzVe1ZfPrvjMwbWgfA4pACOvyhfNP8+ijdLKtoceX9l4XkwZJbDXJ1X59FKcvxcF ZFRb4xmyVZa/tsarNrjAKYBf1/KwFRD6DPBTbOAI3/FnXQ82ZR4gmZV1SGbVauovZcnqV7n eHZN6h+7H3H+3o5flUTxqXqL8sbeT59XLCn81RPO/ERaF15u9CGn6y+bakx/a3w/Lwd3g+ +BeEAV7wZPgeXAcnAQs+C34Pfgj+HP5r+V/Vm6u3Jq6Lt1oMd8F3lq5/S9ymE8N</latexi t><latexit sha1_base64="9Qmz7lDmh2Q+Mi D2fqa1YtMm/QM=">AAAJVHiclVZfb9s2EFfTdUu8rUu3x74QCzy0ReZI+d8WAQq0ATqg6b KhaQtYRkBRZ5k1RbIklcQV9F32afa6PQ3Yd9nDTrKchnawYgSCHO/uR94df3dyogW3Lgz/v rF087Nbn3+xvNL58quvb3+zeufb11YVhsEJU0KZtwm1ILiEE8edgLfaAM0TAW+S8dPa/uY MjOVKvnITDYOcZpIPOaMOVaerjzpxc0jfZMmgDHvbu7vhOsEV9nb3tmditL8fVp0zblxBBe FSF852TlfXwl7YLLIoRK2wFrTr+PTO8lKcKlbkIB0T1Np+FGq3Tty5whiKXA5KahxnAqpO XFjQlI1pBuXF0FDmqxKlxo4m1tdKzuAaXzGmxtCJp+2jKGkOdlA2+Veki5qUDJXBP+lIo/U Rbrg/KJvkQbIpYFgI4hSpK0tSboA5MUGBMsMxEcJGFMNxWP+OF5Lj4w8YjoRzpvKcyvRBz LjBxNN+NCjj2tyfverBvfqUXr29jzapUujbEdVwMIWsp4aer3MpwRC84SDSbkAazH1SxkOl nFQOLP8AZC2qHldVx794mKiL/3dvnSaV2TVX9/Y/fblXCCoyhaUa5VWXjJzTjzY26rN7ym QbepxtXNrtPExbKJBMGNWnoJxdeGDG3RzBaG5z6kYLSjvJk4r4EYNE/ho6f0RLIlyeWlNj x1yjoavBYMGR+kQqLlMUfJbmDZp0EyVSUodD4iT3WUOTQlBz4d+cYiyO54CEZIUxeG69w6A tNBIyGk/DdHTeuHlg7JYcUl/30+HhoTNUOqWEnQZFulQIdU5qE7yXTTv5iWIjCI1C60+6B tKCASZiMi7918sM1SN8lfnSIm1kBrNTuk0vuhEQmr4rrDvnKdYEJE4hJfP58p1Rw5WBYdX5 j1w80wh71tQIPxFnhpZn0vptUsYsg/dVGduCMSyzmOBuzkE0Djh9Pzp04hSG2EsNO/ClzB jLUpXPXx29qEqctLgq30cL5RLDs5FLRAFViWO5wrG8FUazWby3vTMTH25tXYfPDIC8hNYT/ eNAvzrPF4BNcC1sfydsnbc2d1opfFjDvHLVRL2muJQxfKGFIiboXjWjJgGkRVnvDUcirEU kBvSYKbzaxkVCTY3qdgiJC+wdMz0fj6GmKnGyzEWF1Lcow8K4yW09a1CJvEK64HYisIXqOv D6gzi9tzVe1ZfPrvjMwbWgfA4pACOvyhfNP8+ijdLKtoceX9l4XkwZJbDXJ1X59FKcvxcF ZFRb4xmyVZa/tsarNrjAKYBf1/KwFRD6DPBTbOAI3/FnXQ82ZR4gmZV1SGbVauovZcnqV7n eHZN6h+7H3H+3o5flUTxqXqL8sbeT59XLCn81RPO/ERaF15u9CGn6y+bakx/a3w/Lwd3g+ +BeEAV7wZPgeXAcnAQs+C34Pfgj+HP5r+V/Vm6u3Jq6Lt1oMd8F3lq5/S9ymE8N</latexi t><latexit sha1_base64="9Qmz7lDmh2Q+Mi D2fqa1YtMm/QM=">AAAJVHiclVZfb9s2EFfTdUu8rUu3x74QCzy0ReZI+d8WAQq0ATqg6b KhaQtYRkBRZ5k1RbIklcQV9F32afa6PQ3Yd9nDTrKchnawYgSCHO/uR94df3dyogW3Lgz/v rF087Nbn3+xvNL58quvb3+zeufb11YVhsEJU0KZtwm1ILiEE8edgLfaAM0TAW+S8dPa/uY MjOVKvnITDYOcZpIPOaMOVaerjzpxc0jfZMmgDHvbu7vhOsEV9nb3tmditL8fVp0zblxBBe FSF852TlfXwl7YLLIoRK2wFrTr+PTO8lKcKlbkIB0T1Np+FGq3Tty5whiKXA5KahxnAqpO XFjQlI1pBuXF0FDmqxKlxo4m1tdKzuAaXzGmxtCJp+2jKGkOdlA2+Veki5qUDJXBP+lIo/U Rbrg/KJvkQbIpYFgI4hSpK0tSboA5MUGBMsMxEcJGFMNxWP+OF5Lj4w8YjoRzpvKcyvRBz LjBxNN+NCjj2tyfverBvfqUXr29jzapUujbEdVwMIWsp4aer3MpwRC84SDSbkAazH1SxkOl nFQOLP8AZC2qHldVx794mKiL/3dvnSaV2TVX9/Y/fblXCCoyhaUa5VWXjJzTjzY26rN7ym QbepxtXNrtPExbKJBMGNWnoJxdeGDG3RzBaG5z6kYLSjvJk4r4EYNE/ho6f0RLIlyeWlNj x1yjoavBYMGR+kQqLlMUfJbmDZp0EyVSUodD4iT3WUOTQlBz4d+cYiyO54CEZIUxeG69w6A tNBIyGk/DdHTeuHlg7JYcUl/30+HhoTNUOqWEnQZFulQIdU5qE7yXTTv5iWIjCI1C60+6B tKCASZiMi7918sM1SN8lfnSIm1kBrNTuk0vuhEQmr4rrDvnKdYEJE4hJfP58p1Rw5WBYdX5 j1w80wh71tQIPxFnhpZn0vptUsYsg/dVGduCMSyzmOBuzkE0Djh9Pzp04hSG2EsNO/ClzB jLUpXPXx29qEqctLgq30cL5RLDs5FLRAFViWO5wrG8FUazWby3vTMTH25tXYfPDIC8hNYT/ eNAvzrPF4BNcC1sfydsnbc2d1opfFjDvHLVRL2muJQxfKGFIiboXjWjJgGkRVnvDUcirEU kBvSYKbzaxkVCTY3qdgiJC+wdMz0fj6GmKnGyzEWF1Lcow8K4yW09a1CJvEK64HYisIXqOv D6gzi9tzVe1ZfPrvjMwbWgfA4pACOvyhfNP8+ijdLKtoceX9l4XkwZJbDXJ1X59FKcvxcF ZFRb4xmyVZa/tsarNrjAKYBf1/KwFRD6DPBTbOAI3/FnXQ82ZR4gmZV1SGbVauovZcnqV7n eHZN6h+7H3H+3o5flUTxqXqL8sbeT59XLCn81RPO/ERaF15u9CGn6y+bakx/a3w/Lwd3g+ +BeEAV7wZPgeXAcnAQs+C34Pfgj+HP5r+V/Vm6u3Jq6Lt1oMd8F3lq5/S9ymE8N</latexi t><latexit sha1_base64="9Qmz7lDmh2Q+Mi D2fqa1YtMm/QM=">AAAJVHiclVZfb9s2EFfTdUu8rUu3x74QCzy0ReZI+d8WAQq0ATqg6b KhaQtYRkBRZ5k1RbIklcQV9F32afa6PQ3Yd9nDTrKchnawYgSCHO/uR94df3dyogW3Lgz/v rF087Nbn3+xvNL58quvb3+zeufb11YVhsEJU0KZtwm1ILiEE8edgLfaAM0TAW+S8dPa/uY MjOVKvnITDYOcZpIPOaMOVaerjzpxc0jfZMmgDHvbu7vhOsEV9nb3tmditL8fVp0zblxBBe FSF852TlfXwl7YLLIoRK2wFrTr+PTO8lKcKlbkIB0T1Np+FGq3Tty5whiKXA5KahxnAqpO XFjQlI1pBuXF0FDmqxKlxo4m1tdKzuAaXzGmxtCJp+2jKGkOdlA2+Veki5qUDJXBP+lIo/U Rbrg/KJvkQbIpYFgI4hSpK0tSboA5MUGBMsMxEcJGFMNxWP+OF5Lj4w8YjoRzpvKcyvRBz LjBxNN+NCjj2tyfverBvfqUXr29jzapUujbEdVwMIWsp4aer3MpwRC84SDSbkAazH1SxkOl nFQOLP8AZC2qHldVx794mKiL/3dvnSaV2TVX9/Y/fblXCCoyhaUa5VWXjJzTjzY26rN7ym QbepxtXNrtPExbKJBMGNWnoJxdeGDG3RzBaG5z6kYLSjvJk4r4EYNE/ho6f0RLIlyeWlNj x1yjoavBYMGR+kQqLlMUfJbmDZp0EyVSUodD4iT3WUOTQlBz4d+cYiyO54CEZIUxeG69w6A tNBIyGk/DdHTeuHlg7JYcUl/30+HhoTNUOqWEnQZFulQIdU5qE7yXTTv5iWIjCI1C60+6B tKCASZiMi7918sM1SN8lfnSIm1kBrNTuk0vuhEQmr4rrDvnKdYEJE4hJfP58p1Rw5WBYdX5 j1w80wh71tQIPxFnhpZn0vptUsYsg/dVGduCMSyzmOBuzkE0Djh9Pzp04hSG2EsNO/ClzB jLUpXPXx29qEqctLgq30cL5RLDs5FLRAFViWO5wrG8FUazWby3vTMTH25tXYfPDIC8hNYT/ eNAvzrPF4BNcC1sfydsnbc2d1opfFjDvHLVRL2muJQxfKGFIiboXjWjJgGkRVnvDUcirEU kBvSYKbzaxkVCTY3qdgiJC+wdMz0fj6GmKnGyzEWF1Lcow8K4yW09a1CJvEK64HYisIXqOv D6gzi9tzVe1ZfPrvjMwbWgfA4pACOvyhfNP8+ijdLKtoceX9l4XkwZJbDXJ1X59FKcvxcF ZFRb4xmyVZa/tsarNrjAKYBf1/KwFRD6DPBTbOAI3/FnXQ82ZR4gmZV1SGbVauovZcnqV7n eHZN6h+7H3H+3o5flUTxqXqL8sbeT59XLCn81RPO/ERaF15u9CGn6y+bakx/a3w/Lwd3g+ +BeEAV7wZPgeXAcnAQs+C34Pfgj+HP5r+V/Vm6u3Jq6Lt1oMd8F3lq5/S9ymE8N</latexi t>
individual constraints
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MPC
<latexit sha1_base64="qK1qzC/qT3i7v7 KQvPf2RG0mniM=">AAAI2HiclVXdbxw1EN+Wjx7HVwuPvFhEh9oquuzmu6BIldJIRWpEgK atmj1VXu/cnjmv7dreJNfVSrwhHnjhAf4c/g7+G8Z7mxDfRVSsdLrxzPxmxuPf2JkW3Lo4/ vvGzXfefe/9W70P+h9+9PEnn96+89kzqyrD4JgpocyLjFoQXMKx407AC22AlpmA59l039u fn4KxXMmnbqZhVNJC8jFn1KHqx8Oj/Ve3V+Jh3H5kWUg6YSXqvqNXd279leaKVSVIxwS19i SJtVsl7kxhPVUpRzU1jjMBTT+tLGjKprSA+nxsKAtVmVJTRzMbaiVncI2vmFJj6CzQnqAo aQl2VLe9aMgANTkZK4M/6UirDRFuvDuqudSVA8nmgHEliFPEN4jk3ABzYoYCZYbjRgibUCz HYRv7QUmOT99gORLOmCpLKvP7KeMGN56fJKM69eaTi8PZu+ujDP3yHtqkyuHETqiGvTlkN Tf0bJVLCYZghr1EuxFpMfdInY6VclI5sPwNkJWk+aZp+mHicabO/19ev00qi2tSD3ffnjxo BBWFwlZNymZAJs7pr9fWfOyhMsWanhZrl3a7CNMWKiQTVvU2KGfnAZhxt0AwWtqSusmS0s 7KrCFhxSCRv4YuhuhIhF+g1tTYKddoGGgw2HCkPpGKyxyFkKVliyaDTImc+HJImpUha2hW CWrOw8w51uJ4CUhIVhmDcf0Ki7bQSshojIbb0WXrFoBxWkrIQ923BwcHzlDplBJ2XhQZUCH UGfEmeC3bcQo3ioMgNAqdPxkYyCsGuBFTcBmeXmGonuCpLLYWaSMLuIgyaGfRTYDQ/KfKu jOeY09AnnKjZLnYvlNquDIwbvr/sZfANMGZNR4RbsSZseWFtOGY1Ckr4HVTp7ZiDNssZrha cBCtA16i/zr00xzGOEstO/CkzBTb0tSPnx4+aertbX8/NqGPFsplhhcTl4kKmtoUWVPHw4 04iVd9X+PhzubWhfhgY+M6fGEA5CV0E/PM3bd3Njsp2d29DtgW18F2t+LOeWN9q5PiBx4Wt MsT9ZrmUsbwhJaamKF70141GSAtar82HImwkpAU0ONCEfQ2rTJqPGrQJyStcHbMPD6Goaa p8WZZqAqpb1GGpeumtP6uQSXyCumCy5nAEfJ94P5dm+ftjFf19aMrPgtwLShfQArAypv6Sf sXWLRRWtku6NGVReDFlFECZ33W1PuX4mJeFJBRXY8vkJ2y/qEzXrXBOd4C+LrWB52A0EeA T7GBQzzH77S/2JS5j2RW1iGZVafxL2XNmgaf/GTxgV8Wnq0PE+TY9+srD7/qHv9e9EX0ZXQ 3SqKd6GH0ODqKjiMWFdFv0R/Rn72XvZ97v/R+nbvevNFhPo+Cr/f7PyvbJlE=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="qK1qzC/qT3i7v7 KQvPf2RG0mniM=">AAAI2HiclVXdbxw1EN+Wjx7HVwuPvFhEh9oquuzmu6BIldJIRWpEgK atmj1VXu/cnjmv7dreJNfVSrwhHnjhAf4c/g7+G8Z7mxDfRVSsdLrxzPxmxuPf2JkW3Lo4/ vvGzXfefe/9W70P+h9+9PEnn96+89kzqyrD4JgpocyLjFoQXMKx407AC22AlpmA59l039u fn4KxXMmnbqZhVNJC8jFn1KHqx8Oj/Ve3V+Jh3H5kWUg6YSXqvqNXd279leaKVSVIxwS19i SJtVsl7kxhPVUpRzU1jjMBTT+tLGjKprSA+nxsKAtVmVJTRzMbaiVncI2vmFJj6CzQnqAo aQl2VLe9aMgANTkZK4M/6UirDRFuvDuqudSVA8nmgHEliFPEN4jk3ABzYoYCZYbjRgibUCz HYRv7QUmOT99gORLOmCpLKvP7KeMGN56fJKM69eaTi8PZu+ujDP3yHtqkyuHETqiGvTlkN Tf0bJVLCYZghr1EuxFpMfdInY6VclI5sPwNkJWk+aZp+mHicabO/19ev00qi2tSD3ffnjxo BBWFwlZNymZAJs7pr9fWfOyhMsWanhZrl3a7CNMWKiQTVvU2KGfnAZhxt0AwWtqSusmS0s 7KrCFhxSCRv4YuhuhIhF+g1tTYKddoGGgw2HCkPpGKyxyFkKVliyaDTImc+HJImpUha2hW CWrOw8w51uJ4CUhIVhmDcf0Ki7bQSshojIbb0WXrFoBxWkrIQ923BwcHzlDplBJ2XhQZUCH UGfEmeC3bcQo3ioMgNAqdPxkYyCsGuBFTcBmeXmGonuCpLLYWaSMLuIgyaGfRTYDQ/KfKu jOeY09AnnKjZLnYvlNquDIwbvr/sZfANMGZNR4RbsSZseWFtOGY1Ckr4HVTp7ZiDNssZrha cBCtA16i/zr00xzGOEstO/CkzBTb0tSPnx4+aertbX8/NqGPFsplhhcTl4kKmtoUWVPHw4 04iVd9X+PhzubWhfhgY+M6fGEA5CV0E/PM3bd3Njsp2d29DtgW18F2t+LOeWN9q5PiBx4Wt MsT9ZrmUsbwhJaamKF70141GSAtar82HImwkpAU0ONCEfQ2rTJqPGrQJyStcHbMPD6Goaa p8WZZqAqpb1GGpeumtP6uQSXyCumCy5nAEfJ94P5dm+ftjFf19aMrPgtwLShfQArAypv6Sf sXWLRRWtku6NGVReDFlFECZ33W1PuX4mJeFJBRXY8vkJ2y/qEzXrXBOd4C+LrWB52A0EeA T7GBQzzH77S/2JS5j2RW1iGZVafxL2XNmgaf/GTxgV8Wnq0PE+TY9+srD7/qHv9e9EX0ZXQ 3SqKd6GH0ODqKjiMWFdFv0R/Rn72XvZ97v/R+nbvevNFhPo+Cr/f7PyvbJlE=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="qK1qzC/qT3i7v7 KQvPf2RG0mniM=">AAAI2HiclVXdbxw1EN+Wjx7HVwuPvFhEh9oquuzmu6BIldJIRWpEgK atmj1VXu/cnjmv7dreJNfVSrwhHnjhAf4c/g7+G8Z7mxDfRVSsdLrxzPxmxuPf2JkW3Lo4/ vvGzXfefe/9W70P+h9+9PEnn96+89kzqyrD4JgpocyLjFoQXMKx407AC22AlpmA59l039u fn4KxXMmnbqZhVNJC8jFn1KHqx8Oj/Ve3V+Jh3H5kWUg6YSXqvqNXd279leaKVSVIxwS19i SJtVsl7kxhPVUpRzU1jjMBTT+tLGjKprSA+nxsKAtVmVJTRzMbaiVncI2vmFJj6CzQnqAo aQl2VLe9aMgANTkZK4M/6UirDRFuvDuqudSVA8nmgHEliFPEN4jk3ABzYoYCZYbjRgibUCz HYRv7QUmOT99gORLOmCpLKvP7KeMGN56fJKM69eaTi8PZu+ujDP3yHtqkyuHETqiGvTlkN Tf0bJVLCYZghr1EuxFpMfdInY6VclI5sPwNkJWk+aZp+mHicabO/19ev00qi2tSD3ffnjxo BBWFwlZNymZAJs7pr9fWfOyhMsWanhZrl3a7CNMWKiQTVvU2KGfnAZhxt0AwWtqSusmS0s 7KrCFhxSCRv4YuhuhIhF+g1tTYKddoGGgw2HCkPpGKyxyFkKVliyaDTImc+HJImpUha2hW CWrOw8w51uJ4CUhIVhmDcf0Ki7bQSshojIbb0WXrFoBxWkrIQ923BwcHzlDplBJ2XhQZUCH UGfEmeC3bcQo3ioMgNAqdPxkYyCsGuBFTcBmeXmGonuCpLLYWaSMLuIgyaGfRTYDQ/KfKu jOeY09AnnKjZLnYvlNquDIwbvr/sZfANMGZNR4RbsSZseWFtOGY1Ckr4HVTp7ZiDNssZrha cBCtA16i/zr00xzGOEstO/CkzBTb0tSPnx4+aertbX8/NqGPFsplhhcTl4kKmtoUWVPHw4 04iVd9X+PhzubWhfhgY+M6fGEA5CV0E/PM3bd3Njsp2d29DtgW18F2t+LOeWN9q5PiBx4Wt MsT9ZrmUsbwhJaamKF70141GSAtar82HImwkpAU0ONCEfQ2rTJqPGrQJyStcHbMPD6Goaa p8WZZqAqpb1GGpeumtP6uQSXyCumCy5nAEfJ94P5dm+ftjFf19aMrPgtwLShfQArAypv6Sf sXWLRRWtku6NGVReDFlFECZ33W1PuX4mJeFJBRXY8vkJ2y/qEzXrXBOd4C+LrWB52A0EeA T7GBQzzH77S/2JS5j2RW1iGZVafxL2XNmgaf/GTxgV8Wnq0PE+TY9+srD7/qHv9e9EX0ZXQ 3SqKd6GH0ODqKjiMWFdFv0R/Rn72XvZ97v/R+nbvevNFhPo+Cr/f7PyvbJlE=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="qK1qzC/qT3i7v7 KQvPf2RG0mniM=">AAAI2HiclVXdbxw1EN+Wjx7HVwuPvFhEh9oquuzmu6BIldJIRWpEgK atmj1VXu/cnjmv7dreJNfVSrwhHnjhAf4c/g7+G8Z7mxDfRVSsdLrxzPxmxuPf2JkW3Lo4/ vvGzXfefe/9W70P+h9+9PEnn96+89kzqyrD4JgpocyLjFoQXMKx407AC22AlpmA59l039u fn4KxXMmnbqZhVNJC8jFn1KHqx8Oj/Ve3V+Jh3H5kWUg6YSXqvqNXd279leaKVSVIxwS19i SJtVsl7kxhPVUpRzU1jjMBTT+tLGjKprSA+nxsKAtVmVJTRzMbaiVncI2vmFJj6CzQnqAo aQl2VLe9aMgANTkZK4M/6UirDRFuvDuqudSVA8nmgHEliFPEN4jk3ABzYoYCZYbjRgibUCz HYRv7QUmOT99gORLOmCpLKvP7KeMGN56fJKM69eaTi8PZu+ujDP3yHtqkyuHETqiGvTlkN Tf0bJVLCYZghr1EuxFpMfdInY6VclI5sPwNkJWk+aZp+mHicabO/19ev00qi2tSD3ffnjxo BBWFwlZNymZAJs7pr9fWfOyhMsWanhZrl3a7CNMWKiQTVvU2KGfnAZhxt0AwWtqSusmS0s 7KrCFhxSCRv4YuhuhIhF+g1tTYKddoGGgw2HCkPpGKyxyFkKVliyaDTImc+HJImpUha2hW CWrOw8w51uJ4CUhIVhmDcf0Ki7bQSshojIbb0WXrFoBxWkrIQ923BwcHzlDplBJ2XhQZUCH UGfEmeC3bcQo3ioMgNAqdPxkYyCsGuBFTcBmeXmGonuCpLLYWaSMLuIgyaGfRTYDQ/KfKu jOeY09AnnKjZLnYvlNquDIwbvr/sZfANMGZNR4RbsSZseWFtOGY1Ckr4HVTp7ZiDNssZrha cBCtA16i/zr00xzGOEstO/CkzBTb0tSPnx4+aertbX8/NqGPFsplhhcTl4kKmtoUWVPHw4 04iVd9X+PhzubWhfhgY+M6fGEA5CV0E/PM3bd3Njsp2d29DtgW18F2t+LOeWN9q5PiBx4Wt MsT9ZrmUsbwhJaamKF70141GSAtar82HImwkpAU0ONCEfQ2rTJqPGrQJyStcHbMPD6Goaa p8WZZqAqpb1GGpeumtP6uQSXyCumCy5nAEfJ94P5dm+ftjFf19aMrPgtwLShfQArAypv6Sf sXWLRRWtku6NGVReDFlFECZ33W1PuX4mJeFJBRXY8vkJ2y/qEzXrXBOd4C+LrWB52A0EeA T7GBQzzH77S/2JS5j2RW1iGZVafxL2XNmgaf/GTxgV8Wnq0PE+TY9+srD7/qHv9e9EX0ZXQ 3SqKd6GH0ODqKjiMWFdFv0R/Rn72XvZ97v/R+nbvevNFhPo+Cr/f7PyvbJlE=</latexit >
optimization with ADMM
<latexit sha1_base64="GRMzxF4PFNtfli yV7i40YaLLOtY=">AAAI7XiclVXNbtw2EFbSn2y3f04D5NILUWOLJDDWkv/TwkCK2EAKxK hbxEkAa2FQ1KyWXYpkSMrrtarH6K3ooZce2nfoc/RtOtLKrikbDSpgscOZ+WaGw2/IRAtuX Rj+fev2O+++9/6d3gf9Dz/6+JNPl+5+9tKqwjA4Ykoo8zqhFgSXcOS4E/BaG6B5IuBVMn1 a21+dgrFcyRdurmGU00zyMWfUoepk6b7Sjuf8vFmSGXcT8s3ewcHJ0nI4DJuPXBeiVlgO2u /w5O6dv+JUsSIH6Zig1h5HoXYrxM0UFlnkclRS4zgTUPXjwoKmbEozKM/GhjJflSg1dTSx vlZyBjf4iik1hs497TGKkuZgR2XToIoMUJOSsTL4k440Wh/hxjujkktdOJBsARgXgjhF6q6 RlBtgTsxRoMxw3AhhE4rlOOxt3yvJ8ek5liNhxlSeU5k+ihk3uPH0OBqVcW0+vjix3Qd1l GG9fIg2qVI4thOqYXcBWUkNna1wKcEQzLAbaTciDeYhKeOxUk4qB5afA1mOqq+rqu8nHifq 7P/lrbdJZXZD6uHO25N7jaAiU9iqSV4NyMQ5/dXqah17qEy2qqfZ6qXddmHaQoFkwqreBu XszAMz7joEo7nNqZtcU9p5nlTErxgk8tfQboiWRPh5ak2NnXKNhoEGgw1H6hOpuExR8Fma N2gySJRISV0OiZPcZw1NCkHNmZ85xVpwPAEJyQpjMG69wqItNBIyGqPhdnTeuHlgnJYcUl/ 37f7+vjNUOqWEXRRFBlQINSO1Cd7IZpz8jeIgCI1C608GBtKCAW7EZFz6p5cZqid4Kt3WI m1kBhdRBs0sugkQmv5YWDfjKfYE5Ck3Subd9p1Sw5WBcdX/j714pgnOrKkR/kacGVueSeuP SRmzDN5UZWwLxrDNYo6rjoNoHPBm/dehH6cwxllq2IEnZabYlqp89uLgeVVubdX3Y+X7aK FcYng2cYkooCpNllRlOFwPo3Cl7ms43N7YvBAfr6/fhM8MgLyEbmCehfvW9kYrRTs7NwGb4 lrYzmbYOq+vbbZS+LiGee2qiXpDcyljeELXmpige9VcNQkgLcp6bTgSYTkiMaDHhcLrbVw k1NSoQZ+QuMDZMYv4GIaaqsSbpVMVUt+iDNeum9zWdw0qkVdIF1zOBY5Q3Qdev26LvK3xqr 7cu+LTgWtBeQcpACuvyufNn2fRRmll26CHVxaeF1NGCZz1eVU+vRS7eVFARrU9vkC2yvKH 1njVBmd4C+DrWu63AkL3AJ9iAwd4jt/p+mJT5hGSWVmHZFatpn4pS1ZV+ORH3Qf+uvBybRg hx75fW37yZfv494LPgy+CB0EUbAdPgmfBYXAUsOCn4Lfgj+DPnur93Pul9+vC9fatFnMv8 L7e7/8AeKQuog==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GRMzxF4PFNtfli yV7i40YaLLOtY=">AAAI7XiclVXNbtw2EFbSn2y3f04D5NILUWOLJDDWkv/TwkCK2EAKxK hbxEkAa2FQ1KyWXYpkSMrrtarH6K3ooZce2nfoc/RtOtLKrikbDSpgscOZ+WaGw2/IRAtuX Rj+fev2O+++9/6d3gf9Dz/6+JNPl+5+9tKqwjA4Ykoo8zqhFgSXcOS4E/BaG6B5IuBVMn1 a21+dgrFcyRdurmGU00zyMWfUoepk6b7Sjuf8vFmSGXcT8s3ewcHJ0nI4DJuPXBeiVlgO2u /w5O6dv+JUsSIH6Zig1h5HoXYrxM0UFlnkclRS4zgTUPXjwoKmbEozKM/GhjJflSg1dTSx vlZyBjf4iik1hs497TGKkuZgR2XToIoMUJOSsTL4k440Wh/hxjujkktdOJBsARgXgjhF6q6 RlBtgTsxRoMxw3AhhE4rlOOxt3yvJ8ek5liNhxlSeU5k+ihk3uPH0OBqVcW0+vjix3Qd1l GG9fIg2qVI4thOqYXcBWUkNna1wKcEQzLAbaTciDeYhKeOxUk4qB5afA1mOqq+rqu8nHifq 7P/lrbdJZXZD6uHO25N7jaAiU9iqSV4NyMQ5/dXqah17qEy2qqfZ6qXddmHaQoFkwqreBu XszAMz7joEo7nNqZtcU9p5nlTErxgk8tfQboiWRPh5ak2NnXKNhoEGgw1H6hOpuExR8Fma N2gySJRISV0OiZPcZw1NCkHNmZ85xVpwPAEJyQpjMG69wqItNBIyGqPhdnTeuHlgnJYcUl/ 37f7+vjNUOqWEXRRFBlQINSO1Cd7IZpz8jeIgCI1C608GBtKCAW7EZFz6p5cZqid4Kt3WI m1kBhdRBs0sugkQmv5YWDfjKfYE5Ck3Subd9p1Sw5WBcdX/j714pgnOrKkR/kacGVueSeuP SRmzDN5UZWwLxrDNYo6rjoNoHPBm/dehH6cwxllq2IEnZabYlqp89uLgeVVubdX3Y+X7aK FcYng2cYkooCpNllRlOFwPo3Cl7ms43N7YvBAfr6/fhM8MgLyEbmCehfvW9kYrRTs7NwGb4 lrYzmbYOq+vbbZS+LiGee2qiXpDcyljeELXmpige9VcNQkgLcp6bTgSYTkiMaDHhcLrbVw k1NSoQZ+QuMDZMYv4GIaaqsSbpVMVUt+iDNeum9zWdw0qkVdIF1zOBY5Q3Qdev26LvK3xqr 7cu+LTgWtBeQcpACuvyufNn2fRRmll26CHVxaeF1NGCZz1eVU+vRS7eVFARrU9vkC2yvKH 1njVBmd4C+DrWu63AkL3AJ9iAwd4jt/p+mJT5hGSWVmHZFatpn4pS1ZV+ORH3Qf+uvBybRg hx75fW37yZfv494LPgy+CB0EUbAdPgmfBYXAUsOCn4Lfgj+DPnur93Pul9+vC9fatFnMv8 L7e7/8AeKQuog==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GRMzxF4PFNtfli yV7i40YaLLOtY=">AAAI7XiclVXNbtw2EFbSn2y3f04D5NILUWOLJDDWkv/TwkCK2EAKxK hbxEkAa2FQ1KyWXYpkSMrrtarH6K3ooZce2nfoc/RtOtLKrikbDSpgscOZ+WaGw2/IRAtuX Rj+fev2O+++9/6d3gf9Dz/6+JNPl+5+9tKqwjA4Ykoo8zqhFgSXcOS4E/BaG6B5IuBVMn1 a21+dgrFcyRdurmGU00zyMWfUoepk6b7Sjuf8vFmSGXcT8s3ewcHJ0nI4DJuPXBeiVlgO2u /w5O6dv+JUsSIH6Zig1h5HoXYrxM0UFlnkclRS4zgTUPXjwoKmbEozKM/GhjJflSg1dTSx vlZyBjf4iik1hs497TGKkuZgR2XToIoMUJOSsTL4k440Wh/hxjujkktdOJBsARgXgjhF6q6 RlBtgTsxRoMxw3AhhE4rlOOxt3yvJ8ek5liNhxlSeU5k+ihk3uPH0OBqVcW0+vjix3Qd1l GG9fIg2qVI4thOqYXcBWUkNna1wKcEQzLAbaTciDeYhKeOxUk4qB5afA1mOqq+rqu8nHifq 7P/lrbdJZXZD6uHO25N7jaAiU9iqSV4NyMQ5/dXqah17qEy2qqfZ6qXddmHaQoFkwqreBu XszAMz7joEo7nNqZtcU9p5nlTErxgk8tfQboiWRPh5ak2NnXKNhoEGgw1H6hOpuExR8Fma N2gySJRISV0OiZPcZw1NCkHNmZ85xVpwPAEJyQpjMG69wqItNBIyGqPhdnTeuHlgnJYcUl/ 37f7+vjNUOqWEXRRFBlQINSO1Cd7IZpz8jeIgCI1C608GBtKCAW7EZFz6p5cZqid4Kt3WI m1kBhdRBs0sugkQmv5YWDfjKfYE5Ck3Subd9p1Sw5WBcdX/j714pgnOrKkR/kacGVueSeuP SRmzDN5UZWwLxrDNYo6rjoNoHPBm/dehH6cwxllq2IEnZabYlqp89uLgeVVubdX3Y+X7aK FcYng2cYkooCpNllRlOFwPo3Cl7ms43N7YvBAfr6/fhM8MgLyEbmCehfvW9kYrRTs7NwGb4 lrYzmbYOq+vbbZS+LiGee2qiXpDcyljeELXmpige9VcNQkgLcp6bTgSYTkiMaDHhcLrbVw k1NSoQZ+QuMDZMYv4GIaaqsSbpVMVUt+iDNeum9zWdw0qkVdIF1zOBY5Q3Qdev26LvK3xqr 7cu+LTgWtBeQcpACuvyufNn2fRRmll26CHVxaeF1NGCZz1eVU+vRS7eVFARrU9vkC2yvKH 1njVBmd4C+DrWu63AkL3AJ9iAwd4jt/p+mJT5hGSWVmHZFatpn4pS1ZV+ORH3Qf+uvBybRg hx75fW37yZfv494LPgy+CB0EUbAdPgmfBYXAUsOCn4Lfgj+DPnur93Pul9+vC9fatFnMv8 L7e7/8AeKQuog==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GRMzxF4PFNtfli yV7i40YaLLOtY=">AAAI7XiclVXNbtw2EFbSn2y3f04D5NILUWOLJDDWkv/TwkCK2EAKxK hbxEkAa2FQ1KyWXYpkSMrrtarH6K3ooZce2nfoc/RtOtLKrikbDSpgscOZ+WaGw2/IRAtuX Rj+fev2O+++9/6d3gf9Dz/6+JNPl+5+9tKqwjA4Ykoo8zqhFgSXcOS4E/BaG6B5IuBVMn1 a21+dgrFcyRdurmGU00zyMWfUoepk6b7Sjuf8vFmSGXcT8s3ewcHJ0nI4DJuPXBeiVlgO2u /w5O6dv+JUsSIH6Zig1h5HoXYrxM0UFlnkclRS4zgTUPXjwoKmbEozKM/GhjJflSg1dTSx vlZyBjf4iik1hs497TGKkuZgR2XToIoMUJOSsTL4k440Wh/hxjujkktdOJBsARgXgjhF6q6 RlBtgTsxRoMxw3AhhE4rlOOxt3yvJ8ek5liNhxlSeU5k+ihk3uPH0OBqVcW0+vjix3Qd1l GG9fIg2qVI4thOqYXcBWUkNna1wKcEQzLAbaTciDeYhKeOxUk4qB5afA1mOqq+rqu8nHifq 7P/lrbdJZXZD6uHO25N7jaAiU9iqSV4NyMQ5/dXqah17qEy2qqfZ6qXddmHaQoFkwqreBu XszAMz7joEo7nNqZtcU9p5nlTErxgk8tfQboiWRPh5ak2NnXKNhoEGgw1H6hOpuExR8Fma N2gySJRISV0OiZPcZw1NCkHNmZ85xVpwPAEJyQpjMG69wqItNBIyGqPhdnTeuHlgnJYcUl/ 37f7+vjNUOqWEXRRFBlQINSO1Cd7IZpz8jeIgCI1C608GBtKCAW7EZFz6p5cZqid4Kt3WI m1kBhdRBs0sugkQmv5YWDfjKfYE5Ck3Subd9p1Sw5WBcdX/j714pgnOrKkR/kacGVueSeuP SRmzDN5UZWwLxrDNYo6rjoNoHPBm/dehH6cwxllq2IEnZabYlqp89uLgeVVubdX3Y+X7aK FcYng2cYkooCpNllRlOFwPo3Cl7ms43N7YvBAfr6/fhM8MgLyEbmCehfvW9kYrRTs7NwGb4 lrYzmbYOq+vbbZS+LiGee2qiXpDcyljeELXmpige9VcNQkgLcp6bTgSYTkiMaDHhcLrbVw k1NSoQZ+QuMDZMYv4GIaaqsSbpVMVUt+iDNeum9zWdw0qkVdIF1zOBY5Q3Qdev26LvK3xqr 7cu+LTgWtBeQcpACuvyufNn2fRRmll26CHVxaeF1NGCZz1eVU+vRS7eVFARrU9vkC2yvKH 1njVBmd4C+DrWu63AkL3AJ9iAwd4jt/p+mJT5hGSWVmHZFatpn4pS1ZV+ORH3Qf+uvBybRg hx75fW37yZfv494LPgy+CB0EUbAdPgmfBYXAUsOCn4Lfgj+DPnur93Pul9+vC9fatFnMv8 L7e7/8AeKQuog==</latexit>
conventional
<latexit sha1_base64="i1lNVvPcxxneUY XxAP/kUJM+WZE=">AAAI7HiclVXNbtw2EFbSn2y3f06DnHohamyRBMZa8n9aGAiQGEiBBH WLOAlgLQyKGmnZpUiFpOzdCHqL3ooeeumhfYg+R9+mQ63smrLRoAIWO5yZb2Y4/IZMSsGND cO/b9x87/0PPrw1+Gj48Seffvb5yu0vXhpVaQZHTAmlXyfUgOASjiy3Al6XGmiRCHiVzB4 7+6tT0IYr+cIuSpgUNJc844xaVJ2s3I0tzG2S1UzJU5BOSUVzsrIajsP2I1eFqBNWg+47PL l96684VawqMAQT1JjjKCztGrFnCmusCjmpqbacCWiGcWWgpGxGc6jnmabMVyVKzSxNjK+V nME1vmJGtaYLT3uMoqQFmEnd9qchI9SkJFMaf9KSVusjbLY3qbksKwuSLQFZJYhVxDWNpFw Ds2KBAmWa40YIm1Isx2Jrh15Jls/eYjkSzpgqCirTBzHjGjeeHkeTOnbm4/MD27/noozd8 j7apErh2ExpCftLyFqq6dkalxI0wQz7UWknpMXcJ3WcKWWlsmD4WyCrUfNt0wz9xFmi5v8v r9smlfk1qcd7707uNYKKXGGrpkUzIlNry2/W113ssdL5ejnL1y/spg8rDVRIJqzqXVDO5h 6YcdsjGC1MQe30itIsiqQhfsUgkb+a9kN0JMLPU5dUmxkv0TAqQWPDkfpEKi5TFHyWFi2a jBIlUuLKIXFS+KyhSSWonvuZU6zF8gKQkKzSGuO6FRZtoJWQ0RgNt1MWrZsHxmkpIPV13x0 cHFhNpVVKmGVRZESFUGfEmeCNbMfJ3ygOgihR6PzJSENaMcCN6JxL//RyTcspnkq/tUgbm cN5lFE7i3YKhKY/Vcae8RR7AvKUayWLfvtOqeZKQ9YM/2MvnmmKM6sdwt+I1ZnhuTT+mNQx y+FNU8emYgzbLBa46jmI1gEv1n8dhnEKGc5Syw48KT3DtjT10xfPnzX1zo67HxvfpxTKJp rnU5uICppa50lTh+PNMArXXF/D8e7W9rn4cHPzOnyuAeQFdAvzLN13drc6Kdrbuw7YFtfB9 rbDznlzY7uTwocO5rXLEfWa5lLG8ISuNDFB96a9ahJAWtRurTkSYTUiMaDHucLrbVwlVDv UaEhIXOHs6GV8DEN1U+PN0qsKqW9QhivXTWHcXYNK5BXSBZcLgSPk+sDds7bM2xkv6+snl3 x68FJQ3kMKwMqb+ln751lKrUpluqCHlxaeF1NaCZz1RVM/vhD7eVFARnU9Pkd2yvrHznjZ BnO8BfB1rQ86AaFPAJ9iDc/xHL8v3cWm9AMkszIWyaw6jXspa9a4Jz/qP/BXhZcb4wg59sP G6qOvu8d/EHwZfBXcC6JgN3gUPA0Og6OABXXwW/BH8OdADn4e/DL4del680aHuRN43+D3f wAM9i9H</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i1lNVvPcxxneUY XxAP/kUJM+WZE=">AAAI7HiclVXNbtw2EFbSn2y3f06DnHohamyRBMZa8n9aGAiQGEiBBH WLOAlgLQyKGmnZpUiFpOzdCHqL3ooeeumhfYg+R9+mQ63smrLRoAIWO5yZb2Y4/IZMSsGND cO/b9x87/0PPrw1+Gj48Seffvb5yu0vXhpVaQZHTAmlXyfUgOASjiy3Al6XGmiRCHiVzB4 7+6tT0IYr+cIuSpgUNJc844xaVJ2s3I0tzG2S1UzJU5BOSUVzsrIajsP2I1eFqBNWg+47PL l96684VawqMAQT1JjjKCztGrFnCmusCjmpqbacCWiGcWWgpGxGc6jnmabMVyVKzSxNjK+V nME1vmJGtaYLT3uMoqQFmEnd9qchI9SkJFMaf9KSVusjbLY3qbksKwuSLQFZJYhVxDWNpFw Ds2KBAmWa40YIm1Isx2Jrh15Jls/eYjkSzpgqCirTBzHjGjeeHkeTOnbm4/MD27/noozd8 j7apErh2ExpCftLyFqq6dkalxI0wQz7UWknpMXcJ3WcKWWlsmD4WyCrUfNt0wz9xFmi5v8v r9smlfk1qcd7707uNYKKXGGrpkUzIlNry2/W113ssdL5ejnL1y/spg8rDVRIJqzqXVDO5h 6YcdsjGC1MQe30itIsiqQhfsUgkb+a9kN0JMLPU5dUmxkv0TAqQWPDkfpEKi5TFHyWFi2a jBIlUuLKIXFS+KyhSSWonvuZU6zF8gKQkKzSGuO6FRZtoJWQ0RgNt1MWrZsHxmkpIPV13x0 cHFhNpVVKmGVRZESFUGfEmeCNbMfJ3ygOgihR6PzJSENaMcCN6JxL//RyTcspnkq/tUgbm cN5lFE7i3YKhKY/Vcae8RR7AvKUayWLfvtOqeZKQ9YM/2MvnmmKM6sdwt+I1ZnhuTT+mNQx y+FNU8emYgzbLBa46jmI1gEv1n8dhnEKGc5Syw48KT3DtjT10xfPnzX1zo67HxvfpxTKJp rnU5uICppa50lTh+PNMArXXF/D8e7W9rn4cHPzOnyuAeQFdAvzLN13drc6Kdrbuw7YFtfB9 rbDznlzY7uTwocO5rXLEfWa5lLG8ISuNDFB96a9ahJAWtRurTkSYTUiMaDHucLrbVwlVDv UaEhIXOHs6GV8DEN1U+PN0qsKqW9QhivXTWHcXYNK5BXSBZcLgSPk+sDds7bM2xkv6+snl3 x68FJQ3kMKwMqb+ln751lKrUpluqCHlxaeF1NaCZz1RVM/vhD7eVFARnU9Pkd2yvrHznjZ BnO8BfB1rQ86AaFPAJ9iDc/xHL8v3cWm9AMkszIWyaw6jXspa9a4Jz/qP/BXhZcb4wg59sP G6qOvu8d/EHwZfBXcC6JgN3gUPA0Og6OABXXwW/BH8OdADn4e/DL4del680aHuRN43+D3f wAM9i9H</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i1lNVvPcxxneUY XxAP/kUJM+WZE=">AAAI7HiclVXNbtw2EFbSn2y3f06DnHohamyRBMZa8n9aGAiQGEiBBH WLOAlgLQyKGmnZpUiFpOzdCHqL3ooeeumhfYg+R9+mQ63smrLRoAIWO5yZb2Y4/IZMSsGND cO/b9x87/0PPrw1+Gj48Seffvb5yu0vXhpVaQZHTAmlXyfUgOASjiy3Al6XGmiRCHiVzB4 7+6tT0IYr+cIuSpgUNJc844xaVJ2s3I0tzG2S1UzJU5BOSUVzsrIajsP2I1eFqBNWg+47PL l96684VawqMAQT1JjjKCztGrFnCmusCjmpqbacCWiGcWWgpGxGc6jnmabMVyVKzSxNjK+V nME1vmJGtaYLT3uMoqQFmEnd9qchI9SkJFMaf9KSVusjbLY3qbksKwuSLQFZJYhVxDWNpFw Ds2KBAmWa40YIm1Isx2Jrh15Jls/eYjkSzpgqCirTBzHjGjeeHkeTOnbm4/MD27/noozd8 j7apErh2ExpCftLyFqq6dkalxI0wQz7UWknpMXcJ3WcKWWlsmD4WyCrUfNt0wz9xFmi5v8v r9smlfk1qcd7707uNYKKXGGrpkUzIlNry2/W113ssdL5ejnL1y/spg8rDVRIJqzqXVDO5h 6YcdsjGC1MQe30itIsiqQhfsUgkb+a9kN0JMLPU5dUmxkv0TAqQWPDkfpEKi5TFHyWFi2a jBIlUuLKIXFS+KyhSSWonvuZU6zF8gKQkKzSGuO6FRZtoJWQ0RgNt1MWrZsHxmkpIPV13x0 cHFhNpVVKmGVRZESFUGfEmeCNbMfJ3ygOgihR6PzJSENaMcCN6JxL//RyTcspnkq/tUgbm cN5lFE7i3YKhKY/Vcae8RR7AvKUayWLfvtOqeZKQ9YM/2MvnmmKM6sdwt+I1ZnhuTT+mNQx y+FNU8emYgzbLBa46jmI1gEv1n8dhnEKGc5Syw48KT3DtjT10xfPnzX1zo67HxvfpxTKJp rnU5uICppa50lTh+PNMArXXF/D8e7W9rn4cHPzOnyuAeQFdAvzLN13drc6Kdrbuw7YFtfB9 rbDznlzY7uTwocO5rXLEfWa5lLG8ISuNDFB96a9ahJAWtRurTkSYTUiMaDHucLrbVwlVDv UaEhIXOHs6GV8DEN1U+PN0qsKqW9QhivXTWHcXYNK5BXSBZcLgSPk+sDds7bM2xkv6+snl3 x68FJQ3kMKwMqb+ln751lKrUpluqCHlxaeF1NaCZz1RVM/vhD7eVFARnU9Pkd2yvrHznjZ BnO8BfB1rQ86AaFPAJ9iDc/xHL8v3cWm9AMkszIWyaw6jXspa9a4Jz/qP/BXhZcb4wg59sP G6qOvu8d/EHwZfBXcC6JgN3gUPA0Og6OABXXwW/BH8OdADn4e/DL4del680aHuRN43+D3f wAM9i9H</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i1lNVvPcxxneUY XxAP/kUJM+WZE=">AAAI7HiclVXNbtw2EFbSn2y3f06DnHohamyRBMZa8n9aGAiQGEiBBH WLOAlgLQyKGmnZpUiFpOzdCHqL3ooeeumhfYg+R9+mQ63smrLRoAIWO5yZb2Y4/IZMSsGND cO/b9x87/0PPrw1+Gj48Seffvb5yu0vXhpVaQZHTAmlXyfUgOASjiy3Al6XGmiRCHiVzB4 7+6tT0IYr+cIuSpgUNJc844xaVJ2s3I0tzG2S1UzJU5BOSUVzsrIajsP2I1eFqBNWg+47PL l96684VawqMAQT1JjjKCztGrFnCmusCjmpqbacCWiGcWWgpGxGc6jnmabMVyVKzSxNjK+V nME1vmJGtaYLT3uMoqQFmEnd9qchI9SkJFMaf9KSVusjbLY3qbksKwuSLQFZJYhVxDWNpFw Ds2KBAmWa40YIm1Isx2Jrh15Jls/eYjkSzpgqCirTBzHjGjeeHkeTOnbm4/MD27/noozd8 j7apErh2ExpCftLyFqq6dkalxI0wQz7UWknpMXcJ3WcKWWlsmD4WyCrUfNt0wz9xFmi5v8v r9smlfk1qcd7707uNYKKXGGrpkUzIlNry2/W113ssdL5ejnL1y/spg8rDVRIJqzqXVDO5h 6YcdsjGC1MQe30itIsiqQhfsUgkb+a9kN0JMLPU5dUmxkv0TAqQWPDkfpEKi5TFHyWFi2a jBIlUuLKIXFS+KyhSSWonvuZU6zF8gKQkKzSGuO6FRZtoJWQ0RgNt1MWrZsHxmkpIPV13x0 cHFhNpVVKmGVRZESFUGfEmeCNbMfJ3ygOgihR6PzJSENaMcCN6JxL//RyTcspnkq/tUgbm cN5lFE7i3YKhKY/Vcae8RR7AvKUayWLfvtOqeZKQ9YM/2MvnmmKM6sdwt+I1ZnhuTT+mNQx y+FNU8emYgzbLBa46jmI1gEv1n8dhnEKGc5Syw48KT3DtjT10xfPnzX1zo67HxvfpxTKJp rnU5uICppa50lTh+PNMArXXF/D8e7W9rn4cHPzOnyuAeQFdAvzLN13drc6Kdrbuw7YFtfB9 rbDznlzY7uTwocO5rXLEfWa5lLG8ISuNDFB96a9ahJAWtRurTkSYTUiMaDHucLrbVwlVDv UaEhIXOHs6GV8DEN1U+PN0qsKqW9QhivXTWHcXYNK5BXSBZcLgSPk+sDds7bM2xkv6+snl3 x68FJQ3kMKwMqb+ln751lKrUpluqCHlxaeF1NaCZz1RVM/vhD7eVFARnU9Pkd2yvrHznjZ BnO8BfB1rQ86AaFPAJ9iDc/xHL8v3cWm9AMkszIWyaw6jXspa9a4Jz/qP/BXhZcb4wg59sP G6qOvu8d/EHwZfBXcC6JgN3gUPA0Og6OABXXwW/BH8OdADn4e/DL4del680aHuRN43+D3f wAM9i9H</latexit>
controlled
device
<latexit sha1_base64="LNMLUidnl8y88C tL21XRYVEzn1U=">AAAI7HiclVXbbtw2EFXSS7bbm9OiT30hamyRBMZa8j0tDARIDKRAgr pFboC1MChqVssuRTIkZXsj6C/6VvShL31oP6Lf0b/pUCu7pmw0qIDFDmfmzAyHZ8hMC25dH P994+Y77773/q3BB8MPP/r4k09Xbn/2wqrKMHjOlFDmVUYtCC7hueNOwCttgJaZgJfZ/KG 3vzwBY7mSz9xCw6SkheRTzqhD1fHKF0OmpDNKCMjTlORwwhkMj1dW43HcfuSqkHTCatR9h8 e3b/2V5opVJUjHBLX2KIm1WyPuVGGNVSknNTWOMwHNMK0saMrmtID6bGooC1WZUnNHMxtq JZZ1ja+YU2PoItAeoShpCXZSt/1pyAg1OZkqgz/pSKsNEW66N6m51JUDyZaAaSWIU8Q3jeT cAHNigQJlhuNGCJtRLMdha4dBSY7P32A5Ek6ZKksq83sp4wY3nh8lkzr15qPzA9u/46OM/ fIu2qTK4cjOqIb9JWQtN/R0jUsJhmCG/US7CWkxd0mdTpVyUjmw/A2Q1aT5tmmGYeJpps7+ X16/TSqLa1KP996ePGgEFYXCVs3KZkRmzulv1td97LEyxbqeF+sXdtuHaQsVkgmrehuUs7 MAzLjrEYyWtqRudkVpF2XWkLBikMhfQ/shOhLhF6g1NXbONRpGGgw2HKlPpOIyRyFkadmi yShTIie+HJJmZcgamlWCmrMwc461OF4CEpJVxmBcv8KiLbQSMhqj4XZ02boFYJyWEvJQ993 BwYEzVDqlhF0WRUZUCHVKvAley3acwo3iIAiNQudPRgbyigFuxBRchqdXGKpneCr91iJtZ AHnUUbtLLoZEJr/VFl3ynPsCcgTbpQs++07oYYrA9Nm+B97CUwznFnjEeFGnJlaXkgbjkmd sgJeN3VqK8awzWKBq56DaB3wYv3XYZjmMMVZatmBJ2Xm2Jamfvzs6ZOm3tnx92MT+mihXG Z4MXOZqKCpTZE1dTzejJN4zfc1Hu9ubZ+L9zc3r8MXBkBeQLcwz9J9Z3erk5K9veuAbXEdb G877pw3N7Y7Kb7vYUG7PFGvaS5lDE/oShMzdG/aqyYDpEXt14YjEVYTkgJ6nCuC3qZVRo1 HjYaEpBXOjlnGxzDUNDXeLL2qkPoWZbhy3ZTW3zWoRF4hXXC5EDhCvg/cv3XLvJ3xsr5+dM mnB9eC8h5SAFbe1E/av8CijdLKdkEPLy0CL6b8a0vNoqkfXoj9vCggo7oenyM7Zf1jZ7xs gzO8BfB1rQ86AaGPAJ9iA0/xHL/X/mJT5h6SWVmHZFadxr+UNWsafPKT/gN/VXixMU6QYz9 srD74unv8B9GX0VfRnSiJdqMH0ePoMHoesaiOfov+iP4cyMHPg18Gvy5db97oMJ9HwTf4/ R9s2i3o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LNMLUidnl8y88C tL21XRYVEzn1U=">AAAI7HiclVXbbtw2EFXSS7bbm9OiT30hamyRBMZa8j0tDARIDKRAgr pFboC1MChqVssuRTIkZXsj6C/6VvShL31oP6Lf0b/pUCu7pmw0qIDFDmfmzAyHZ8hMC25dH P994+Y77773/q3BB8MPP/r4k09Xbn/2wqrKMHjOlFDmVUYtCC7hueNOwCttgJaZgJfZ/KG 3vzwBY7mSz9xCw6SkheRTzqhD1fHKF0OmpDNKCMjTlORwwhkMj1dW43HcfuSqkHTCatR9h8 e3b/2V5opVJUjHBLX2KIm1WyPuVGGNVSknNTWOMwHNMK0saMrmtID6bGooC1WZUnNHMxtq JZZ1ja+YU2PoItAeoShpCXZSt/1pyAg1OZkqgz/pSKsNEW66N6m51JUDyZaAaSWIU8Q3jeT cAHNigQJlhuNGCJtRLMdha4dBSY7P32A5Ek6ZKksq83sp4wY3nh8lkzr15qPzA9u/46OM/ fIu2qTK4cjOqIb9JWQtN/R0jUsJhmCG/US7CWkxd0mdTpVyUjmw/A2Q1aT5tmmGYeJpps7+ X16/TSqLa1KP996ePGgEFYXCVs3KZkRmzulv1td97LEyxbqeF+sXdtuHaQsVkgmrehuUs7 MAzLjrEYyWtqRudkVpF2XWkLBikMhfQ/shOhLhF6g1NXbONRpGGgw2HKlPpOIyRyFkadmi yShTIie+HJJmZcgamlWCmrMwc461OF4CEpJVxmBcv8KiLbQSMhqj4XZ02boFYJyWEvJQ993 BwYEzVDqlhF0WRUZUCHVKvAley3acwo3iIAiNQudPRgbyigFuxBRchqdXGKpneCr91iJtZ AHnUUbtLLoZEJr/VFl3ynPsCcgTbpQs++07oYYrA9Nm+B97CUwznFnjEeFGnJlaXkgbjkmd sgJeN3VqK8awzWKBq56DaB3wYv3XYZjmMMVZatmBJ2Xm2Jamfvzs6ZOm3tnx92MT+mihXG Z4MXOZqKCpTZE1dTzejJN4zfc1Hu9ubZ+L9zc3r8MXBkBeQLcwz9J9Z3erk5K9veuAbXEdb G877pw3N7Y7Kb7vYUG7PFGvaS5lDE/oShMzdG/aqyYDpEXt14YjEVYTkgJ6nCuC3qZVRo1 HjYaEpBXOjlnGxzDUNDXeLL2qkPoWZbhy3ZTW3zWoRF4hXXC5EDhCvg/cv3XLvJ3xsr5+dM mnB9eC8h5SAFbe1E/av8CijdLKdkEPLy0CL6b8a0vNoqkfXoj9vCggo7oenyM7Zf1jZ7xs gzO8BfB1rQ86AaGPAJ9iA0/xHL/X/mJT5h6SWVmHZFadxr+UNWsafPKT/gN/VXixMU6QYz9 srD74unv8B9GX0VfRnSiJdqMH0ePoMHoesaiOfov+iP4cyMHPg18Gvy5db97oMJ9HwTf4/ R9s2i3o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LNMLUidnl8y88C tL21XRYVEzn1U=">AAAI7HiclVXbbtw2EFXSS7bbm9OiT30hamyRBMZa8j0tDARIDKRAgr pFboC1MChqVssuRTIkZXsj6C/6VvShL31oP6Lf0b/pUCu7pmw0qIDFDmfmzAyHZ8hMC25dH P994+Y77773/q3BB8MPP/r4k09Xbn/2wqrKMHjOlFDmVUYtCC7hueNOwCttgJaZgJfZ/KG 3vzwBY7mSz9xCw6SkheRTzqhD1fHKF0OmpDNKCMjTlORwwhkMj1dW43HcfuSqkHTCatR9h8 e3b/2V5opVJUjHBLX2KIm1WyPuVGGNVSknNTWOMwHNMK0saMrmtID6bGooC1WZUnNHMxtq JZZ1ja+YU2PoItAeoShpCXZSt/1pyAg1OZkqgz/pSKsNEW66N6m51JUDyZaAaSWIU8Q3jeT cAHNigQJlhuNGCJtRLMdha4dBSY7P32A5Ek6ZKksq83sp4wY3nh8lkzr15qPzA9u/46OM/ fIu2qTK4cjOqIb9JWQtN/R0jUsJhmCG/US7CWkxd0mdTpVyUjmw/A2Q1aT5tmmGYeJpps7+ X16/TSqLa1KP996ePGgEFYXCVs3KZkRmzulv1td97LEyxbqeF+sXdtuHaQsVkgmrehuUs7 MAzLjrEYyWtqRudkVpF2XWkLBikMhfQ/shOhLhF6g1NXbONRpGGgw2HKlPpOIyRyFkadmi yShTIie+HJJmZcgamlWCmrMwc461OF4CEpJVxmBcv8KiLbQSMhqj4XZ02boFYJyWEvJQ993 BwYEzVDqlhF0WRUZUCHVKvAley3acwo3iIAiNQudPRgbyigFuxBRchqdXGKpneCr91iJtZ AHnUUbtLLoZEJr/VFl3ynPsCcgTbpQs++07oYYrA9Nm+B97CUwznFnjEeFGnJlaXkgbjkmd sgJeN3VqK8awzWKBq56DaB3wYv3XYZjmMMVZatmBJ2Xm2Jamfvzs6ZOm3tnx92MT+mihXG Z4MXOZqKCpTZE1dTzejJN4zfc1Hu9ubZ+L9zc3r8MXBkBeQLcwz9J9Z3erk5K9veuAbXEdb G877pw3N7Y7Kb7vYUG7PFGvaS5lDE/oShMzdG/aqyYDpEXt14YjEVYTkgJ6nCuC3qZVRo1 HjYaEpBXOjlnGxzDUNDXeLL2qkPoWZbhy3ZTW3zWoRF4hXXC5EDhCvg/cv3XLvJ3xsr5+dM mnB9eC8h5SAFbe1E/av8CijdLKdkEPLy0CL6b8a0vNoqkfXoj9vCggo7oenyM7Zf1jZ7xs gzO8BfB1rQ86AaGPAJ9iA0/xHL/X/mJT5h6SWVmHZFadxr+UNWsafPKT/gN/VXixMU6QYz9 srD74unv8B9GX0VfRnSiJdqMH0ePoMHoesaiOfov+iP4cyMHPg18Gvy5db97oMJ9HwTf4/ R9s2i3o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LNMLUidnl8y88C tL21XRYVEzn1U=">AAAI7HiclVXbbtw2EFXSS7bbm9OiT30hamyRBMZa8j0tDARIDKRAgr pFboC1MChqVssuRTIkZXsj6C/6VvShL31oP6Lf0b/pUCu7pmw0qIDFDmfmzAyHZ8hMC25dH P994+Y77773/q3BB8MPP/r4k09Xbn/2wqrKMHjOlFDmVUYtCC7hueNOwCttgJaZgJfZ/KG 3vzwBY7mSz9xCw6SkheRTzqhD1fHKF0OmpDNKCMjTlORwwhkMj1dW43HcfuSqkHTCatR9h8 e3b/2V5opVJUjHBLX2KIm1WyPuVGGNVSknNTWOMwHNMK0saMrmtID6bGooC1WZUnNHMxtq JZZ1ja+YU2PoItAeoShpCXZSt/1pyAg1OZkqgz/pSKsNEW66N6m51JUDyZaAaSWIU8Q3jeT cAHNigQJlhuNGCJtRLMdha4dBSY7P32A5Ek6ZKksq83sp4wY3nh8lkzr15qPzA9u/46OM/ fIu2qTK4cjOqIb9JWQtN/R0jUsJhmCG/US7CWkxd0mdTpVyUjmw/A2Q1aT5tmmGYeJpps7+ X16/TSqLa1KP996ePGgEFYXCVs3KZkRmzulv1td97LEyxbqeF+sXdtuHaQsVkgmrehuUs7 MAzLjrEYyWtqRudkVpF2XWkLBikMhfQ/shOhLhF6g1NXbONRpGGgw2HKlPpOIyRyFkadmi yShTIie+HJJmZcgamlWCmrMwc461OF4CEpJVxmBcv8KiLbQSMhqj4XZ02boFYJyWEvJQ993 BwYEzVDqlhF0WRUZUCHVKvAley3acwo3iIAiNQudPRgbyigFuxBRchqdXGKpneCr91iJtZ AHnUUbtLLoZEJr/VFl3ynPsCcgTbpQs++07oYYrA9Nm+B97CUwznFnjEeFGnJlaXkgbjkmd sgJeN3VqK8awzWKBq56DaB3wYv3XYZjmMMVZatmBJ2Xm2Jamfvzs6ZOm3tnx92MT+mihXG Z4MXOZqKCpTZE1dTzejJN4zfc1Hu9ubZ+L9zc3r8MXBkBeQLcwz9J9Z3erk5K9veuAbXEdb G877pw3N7Y7Kb7vYUG7PFGvaS5lDE/oShMzdG/aqyYDpEXt14YjEVYTkgJ6nCuC3qZVRo1 HjYaEpBXOjlnGxzDUNDXeLL2qkPoWZbhy3ZTW3zWoRF4hXXC5EDhCvg/cv3XLvJ3xsr5+dM mnB9eC8h5SAFbe1E/av8CijdLKdkEPLy0CL6b8a0vNoqkfXoj9vCggo7oenyM7Zf1jZ7xs gzO8BfB1rQ86AaGPAJ9iA0/xHL/X/mJT5h6SWVmHZFadxr+UNWsafPKT/gN/VXixMU6QYz9 srD74unv8B9GX0VfRnSiJdqMH0ePoMHoesaiOfov+iP4cyMHPg18Gvy5db97oMJ9HwTf4/ R9s2i3o</latexit>
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Fig. 1. MPC setup with a controller running structure-exploiting ADMM.
the algorithm mediates between the system dynamics and
the additional constraints. We go beyond this formulation by
exploiting structure in the controlled system through a de-
composition into virtual subsystems, connected through virtual
inputs. The tailored algorithm then mediates between all sub-
systems and reassembles the full system dynamics only in con-
vergence. Fig. 1 illustrates the setup, where we also define the
overall cost for executing the algorithm. Our numerical results
show that the decomposition typically increases the required
number of iterations compared to the conventional application
of ADMM. However, the structure-exploiting method reduces
the complexity of each iteration and has a large parallelization
potential. Overall, if the controlled system is sufficiently
structured, structure exploitation reduces the execution cost.
Beside ADMM, Fast Gradient Methods (FGMs) [9] are
a common choice for embedded optimization [10]. ADMM
permits more design freedom and is efficiently applicable in a
broader problem range, e.g., for state constraints or convex
but not strongly convex objective functions [6]. Examples
of problem-specific adaptation through ADMM are [11] for
electric vehicle charging; [12] for scenario-based stochastic
programs; and [13] for coordinated energy reserve bidding. In
these publications, a common theme is the problem separation
over a coupling constraint. While we employ a similar separa-
tion, we utilize a virtual decomposition that is not present in
the original problem. In [14]–[17], general distributed ADMM
formulations are discussed, which do not focus on MPC and
do not exploit structure in the problem data. As opposed to po-
tentially non-convergent multi-block extensions [14], [15], our
method remains part of the standard ADMM family [6], which
guarantees convergence and makes our approach amenable to
existing results, e.g., infeasibility detection [18], [19], prescal-
ing [20]–[22], and over-relaxation [6], [23]. Techniques that




















2structure and the ADMM utilization) are also compatible, e.g.,
move-blocking [24] and warm-starting [22], [24].
Two ADMM formulations [8], [20] are widely used in MPC.
For the formulation in [20], the problem needs to be condensed
through constraint elimination, which also eliminates structure.
With the method in [8], no condensing is required. The formu-
lations also differ in the addressed problem type. In [8], state
constraints are possible, and the formulation is particularly
suited for easily-projectable constraint sets. We build on this
formulation as it preserves the problem structure.
Our method is the result of ongoing research [25], [26].
In [25], we use the basic idea of system structure exploitation
for optimization problems that arise from controlling power
conversion systems. We generalize the approach to an MPC
framework in [26], where we also adopt the name structure-
exploiting ADMM. In the present work, we advance the
overall framework and we present two major novelties: We
introduce subsystem-individual penalty parameters with an
optimal selection technique, and we propose a novel measure
of system structure that we call separation tendency.
Notation: We denote dimensions with matching non-
italic symbols, e.g., x ∈ Rx. The identity matrix is In ∈ Rn×n,
and 0n×m, 1n×m are n×m matrices with all elements 0 or 1.
We omit the subscripts if the dimension is clear from context.
We write ‖x‖2Q for x>Qx. We use [Aij ] to concatenate
matrices Aij along row i and column j, as well as vertical
[A1j ;A2j ], horizontal [Ai1, Ai2], and diagonal diag(A11, A22)
concatenation. We denote a sequence of elements xi with
{xi}i=1,2,..., where we again may omit the range of i.
II. MPC FORMULATION AND SYSTEM STRUCTURE







2‖xk+1 − rkx‖2Q+ 12‖uk − rku‖2R
)
(1a)
s.t. xk+1 = Axk +Buk ∀ k = 1,..., N (1b)
(xk+1, uk) ∈ X × U ∀ k = 1,..., N, (1c)
with prediction horizon N , state xk ∈Rx, input uk ∈Ru,
dynamics matrix A, input matrix B, tracking references rkx, r
k
u,
symmetric weights Q,R, and constraint sets X ,U . We use
Assumption 1 throughout the rest of the paper.
Assumption 1. Problem (1) is convex and feasible.
Problem (1) is convex if Q, R are positive semidefinite
and X , U are convex. The problem is feasible if there exist
trajectories {xk+1, uk}k=1,...,N that satisfy (1b), (1c). Our
approach is particularly suited for problems where a projection
onto X ,U is computationally cheap, as these projections will
be used repeatedly.
A. State and Input Partition
Our method exploits interacting components in the sys-
tem (A,B). We formalize the presence of such components






M ]. We use x
k
i ∈ Rxi , uki ∈ Rui with xi ∈ N>0,
ui ∈ N≥0,
∑
i xi = x, and
∑
i ui = u. We assume that states
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Fig. 2. Illustration of a structured system, where × is a placeholder for any
non-zero element. We choose the partition to best-resemble dense components,
indicated by the matrix occupation pattern. A suitable partition leaves few
non-zero external elements, while it still decomposes the system.
and inputs are ordered already, such that only consecutive
elements are grouped. Hence, the dimensions {xi,ui}i=1,...,M
define the partition. In Fig. 2, we show a system with an exem-
plary component pattern and introduce the notion of internal
and external elements. The partition decomposes A,B into
submatrices Aij =Rxi×xj , Bij =Rxi×uj such that A= [Aij ],
B= [Bij ]. As ui ≥ 0, empty submatrices can result from the
decomposition of B. Furthermore, we decompose A,B into






















B= diag(B11,..., BMM ).
Our aim is to partition Problem (1) along the same lines as
the system. Towards this, we require the following assumption.
Assumption 2. The partition {xi,ui} can be used to decom-
pose (1a) and (1c), i.e., there exist Qi, Ri, Xi, Ui, i = 1,...,M
such that Q = diag(Q1,..., QM ), R = diag(R1,..., RM ),
X ={xk |xki ∈ Xi ∀i}, and U ={uk |uki ∈ Ui ∀i}.
We say the partition is admissible for (1) if Assumption 2
is satisfied. Any partition is admissible if Q,R are diagonal
and X ,U are separable. Conversely, the trivial partition M = 1
is admissible for any problem. If the external part of the parti-
tion is sparse, our approach will lead to computational benefits.
In such a case, we call the respective system structured. We
present a better-quantified structure measure in Section IV. If
a suitable partition cannot be found by inspection, we can
use spectral clustering methods [27]–[29], where [29] also
provides a suitable ordering for states and inputs.
B. Virtual Inputs and Subsystems
By using an admissible partition {xi,ui}, we rewrite sys-















diagonal, we can make the decomposition more explicit by







i , i = 1,...,M, (3)





then the virtual input vki ∈ Rxi can take values in a lower
dimensional space than suggested by its dimension xi. To












3where j ∈ {1,...,M}\{i}. We pick a matrix Wi ∈ Rxi×wi
with wi ≤ xi such that its columns form a range space basis




which we obtain by writing (4) as a single matrix-vector
operation. Hence, wi is the row rank of (5), and the range
space of Wi contains all values that vki can attain. We then
introduce the dimension-reduced virtual input wki ∈ Rwi by











2‖xk+1i − rkxi‖2Qi + 12‖uki − rkui‖2Ri
)
(6a)






i ∀ (i, k) (6b)
(xk+1i , u
k





Buk ∀ k, (6d)
where wk = [wk1 ;...;w
k
M ] ∈ Rw and W = diag(W1,...,WM ).




















i Qiyi + q>i yi +Ki
)
(objectives) (7a)
s.t. Ciyi = ci ∀i (dynamics) (7b)
yi ∈ Yi ∀i (constraints) (7c)
Dy = d. (coupling) (7d)
We list the definitions of Qi, qi,Ki, Ci, ci,Yi, D, and d in
Appendix A-A. Problem (7) is equivalent to Problem (1).
D. Conventional ADMM
Our approach extends the conventional ADMM formulation





>Qy + q>y +K (8a)
s.t. Cy = c (8b)
y ∈ Y. (8c)
For M = 1, Problem (8) is equivalent to Problem (7). As in [8],
we rewrite (8c) with y= ζ, ζ ∈Y , where ζ is a duplicate of y.
As shown in Algorithm 1, ADMM then addresses the parts
depending on y and ζ alternatingly. We use an orthogonal
projection Π as in [8], [30], a scaled Lagrange multiplier λ
which is associated to the constraint y = ζ, and a user-defined
penalty parameter ρ that influences the convergence speed [6].
It is shown in [8] that Algorithm 1 with ρ > 0 converges to a
fixed point that is optimal for (8). Suitable initialization and
termination techniques are discussed in [6], and the behavior
for infeasible problems is discussed in [19], [31].
III. STRUCTURE-EXPLOITING ADMM
The structure-exploiting algorithm utilizes the problem par-
tition and therefore takes advantage of the system structure.
Algorithm 1 Conventional ADMM
repeat




>Qy + q>y + ρ2‖y − ζ − λ‖22
s.t. Cy = c
1.2 ζ ← ΠY (y − λ)
1.3 λ← λ− (y − ζ)
A. Main Algorithm
To solve Problem (7) with M > 1, we add (additional to ζ)












s.t. Ciyi = ci ∀i tives and dynamics) (9b)
ζi ∈ Yi ∀i (individual constraints) (9c)
D = d (coupling) (9d)
y = ζ = . (variable duplication) (9e)
We show the resulting structure-exploiting ADMM formula-
tion in Algorithm 2, and we show a detailed derivation in
Appendix A-B. We use the Lagrange multipliers λζ , λ, which
have the same size and partition as y. Further, we introduce
subsystem-individual penalty parameters ρi > 0, a balancing
parameter β ∈ (0, 1], and the modified projection operation
Π¯D=d(·) = E−1/2 ΠDE−1/2 =d(E
1/2
 ·), (10)
where E = (1−β) diag(ρ1Iy1 ,..., ρMIyM ). In 2.1 , β adjusts
the balance between the regularization terms and therefore can
affect the convergence speed. We discuss its choice in Sec-
tion III-C. Proposition 1, proven in Appendix A-B, describes
how we use Algorithm 2 to solve the original problem (1).
Algorithm 2 Structure-Exploiting ADMM
repeat









s.t. Ciyi = ci




















(i) If β∈ (0, 1) and ρi > 0 for all i, Algorithm 2 converges to
a fixed point y?= ζ?= ? that is optimal for (9) and (1).
(ii) If M = β = 1 and ρ1 = ρ, Algorithm 2 reduces to
Algorithm 1.
In Appendix A-B, we introduce β and ρi through a metric
selection technique [18], [23], which makes Algorithm 2 part
of the standard ADMM family. The convergence statement in
Proposition 1 leaves out the case of β= 1, M > 1, for which
the algorithm is unsuited as it solves (7) without (7d).
4TABLE I
COMPLEXITIES FOR EACH STEP IN ALGORITHM 2
use case threads complexity of the longest thread O(·)
2.1 M N maxi x
2
i
2.2 2MN maxi(max{c(ΠXi ), c(ΠUi )})
2.2 box MN maxi xi
2.3 N w2
2.3 out-1 MN maxi w2i




















affine composition: fully separates2.4
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exploit subsystem-separation and MPC multistage structure
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<latexit s ha1_base64="MoWhCdo VbTLJhPpPmCJ0Svlvu V0=">AAAMo3icjVZbb9 s2FFa7W5dmW7s97kVYa iBpXcVKc90QIFsbbMPW LguatoBldBR1bLOmSJ WkaruCfsR+zV63n7F/s 0NaciMl7aoH+/DwOxee GxlnnGnT6/175eoHH3 708SfXPl25vvrZ51/cu PnlEy1zReGMSi7Vs5ho 4EzAmWGGw7NMAUljDk/ jyX27//QVKM2keGzmG QxSMhJsyCgxyHp+485K 5JT01SgeFMHBwX53+VP iHlOUQ1JsBWG58vzGWi /ouc+/SIQVseZV38nz m9f/iBJJ8xSEoZxo3Q9 7men6ZirRaJ6KQUGUYW gBTeUaMkInZATFbKgIb bJiKSeGxLrJFYzCJVg +IUqReZOb5twwJadNrj t813d/JuZvU7/SNJA2c YZNXiNHwJTKNCUiuV0H rh8OikgRpiGWsyLMTF lEFt2vc3a4TsdEBXa5g VAhE+jrMcngcKGhmygy 7TIhQPlo8BBVDHwns+ FbVWLur4Xld2WJPjYcG KLByv57GlRADRGjS2wG +w2rQymNkAY0ew2V9Yb xItLwMicczzrWGCMo7 gY7MCsPm8uyJZMykeu2 zN13y2T8osidtkgjV4S PpGJmnJYdf2xM9u3mpj 12INVoM5uMNpf7ui2W acixmjFg/yfK6KxZZMy 0KpykOiVmfIGp52lc+k 2PQWADKYIqfN9v7GRE6 QnLkN/JQGFIsM98IZl IkGhXrG+/Tix54lvTfh SnzSImcc6JmjV9StCuY Sna7tBcKdRrV+igBkcN Jdo16HqWOlhDGHsnha TJ+/n4+NgoIoyUXC+c8 juEczn17Ra8FK53mwcd 5pxnSFR4v6MgySngQd SIiWamRopkY8xAO4xYv WIEtZaOj577Zgw+SV7k 2kxZgjEB8QpHhEjb4Xt FFJMKhu86SmNrjKNWW QG/1Rl0BC+xYHVOKcaT z3HVAnAHwCH+BtA8iM3 eJSYJpei2brdijPDSjY EYMFaFXSuG0VkL/QgQ UTMafkR5TJSV6qz4fpR jQamFflRDVFlg17f6Cu vBdV3bWyxq22zIxGBjD HE551hXMGSC2TtoYbf aPM8vHpzDtMQzTlhLkg N6Xha/ur/GTqZkJnWl9 OTcooGiUkmODTAvi/t Lsm0XCaImVYxryYpZnF ab5/dghq2B91txXBEo+ gDwMlTwEPP4W2Y7W6rb mHip7e0gK47A1imozc rlcDzUC4SfsGbeHj4qH p6bf2laPrownBNp7NBk wzTFYRbZenLDvogmoMT dXhBCGnFEZUvGzntwI C0j4BqCmrMPaZMesmbR 9B9jhQ2lMCBoq5wyRs0 WdO1frmzUOj4+Y+a+Hu M97eOIkFNs+5RMgOCb xxhQy0Cdyhgb+n593O8 t1nZAv6pmOgY6ObKntq a1ZbFhpICTWZSAkRMQe LHZEl8wV+zEcfNOuil RRAlOOnFUFrei9MiMI8 VGY+NculU6CzYKSykOY nReCPU60JDZX43XdPT 6qLBnt+4UZ2WBLyUswr QsRBnZC0HyYhv7zUktm rgOy3qltRuNDWrZsAgl sV0pySyd5WYBmWWqgm JRRNMEwd3ehrO6cKCs4 b1uZP1w4K2tyMDM2PUW gu3zYT10ctVhnJQdIrV DnZWyzorEFlDNyrMZd Al8E7E3l3dwD4s10pRw 91YKDsoqd/0gpOmgXOJ sUb+9jfBGwIdE6YjIUn YeuakC7pFXcGs75jn2 JL55y6LX9euvF2xv7y3 WvWBvO+yVl4ji1VNLBv s7vRp+b2unJnsH+5dK jhSAWMpu7+7WArt72zU Z7l+QTXCoZLlyU+T0xx /KIgwPurv3uuHOjnuTh +0X+EXiCb7fUffvW2t HQfU6v+Z97X3jrXuht+ cdeT95J96ZR70/vb+8v 71/Vjurv6yerj5eQK9e qWS+8hrf6uA/6miHSw ==</latexit><latexit s ha1_base64="MoWhCdo VbTLJhPpPmCJ0Svlvu V0=">AAAMo3icjVZbb9 s2FFa7W5dmW7s97kVYa iBpXcVKc90QIFsbbMPW LguatoBldBR1bLOmSJ WkaruCfsR+zV63n7F/s 0NaciMl7aoH+/DwOxee GxlnnGnT6/175eoHH3 708SfXPl25vvrZ51/cu PnlEy1zReGMSi7Vs5ho 4EzAmWGGw7NMAUljDk/ jyX27//QVKM2keGzmG QxSMhJsyCgxyHp+485K 5JT01SgeFMHBwX53+VP iHlOUQ1JsBWG58vzGWi /ouc+/SIQVseZV38nz m9f/iBJJ8xSEoZxo3Q9 7men6ZirRaJ6KQUGUYW gBTeUaMkInZATFbKgIb bJiKSeGxLrJFYzCJVg +IUqReZOb5twwJadNrj t813d/JuZvU7/SNJA2c YZNXiNHwJTKNCUiuV0H rh8OikgRpiGWsyLMTF lEFt2vc3a4TsdEBXa5g VAhE+jrMcngcKGhmygy 7TIhQPlo8BBVDHwns+ FbVWLur4Xld2WJPjYcG KLByv57GlRADRGjS2wG +w2rQymNkAY0ew2V9Yb xItLwMicczzrWGCMo7 gY7MCsPm8uyJZMykeu2 zN13y2T8osidtkgjV4S PpGJmnJYdf2xM9u3mpj 12INVoM5uMNpf7ui2W acixmjFg/yfK6KxZZMy 0KpykOiVmfIGp52lc+k 2PQWADKYIqfN9v7GRE6 QnLkN/JQGFIsM98IZl IkGhXrG+/Tix54lvTfh SnzSImcc6JmjV9StCuY Sna7tBcKdRrV+igBkcN Jdo16HqWOlhDGHsnha TJ+/n4+NgoIoyUXC+c8 juEczn17Ra8FK53mwcd 5pxnSFR4v6MgySngQd SIiWamRopkY8xAO4xYv WIEtZaOj577Zgw+SV7k 2kxZgjEB8QpHhEjb4Xt FFJMKhu86SmNrjKNWW QG/1Rl0BC+xYHVOKcaT z3HVAnAHwCH+BtA8iM3 eJSYJpei2brdijPDSjY EYMFaFXSuG0VkL/QgQ UTMafkR5TJSV6qz4fpR jQamFflRDVFlg17f6Cu vBdV3bWyxq22zIxGBjD HE551hXMGSC2TtoYbf aPM8vHpzDtMQzTlhLkg N6Xha/ur/GTqZkJnWl9 OTcooGiUkmODTAvi/t Lsm0XCaImVYxryYpZnF ab5/dghq2B91txXBEo+ gDwMlTwEPP4W2Y7W6rb mHip7e0gK47A1imozc rlcDzUC4SfsGbeHj4qH p6bf2laPrownBNp7NBk wzTFYRbZenLDvogmoMT dXhBCGnFEZUvGzntwI C0j4BqCmrMPaZMesmbR 9B9jhQ2lMCBoq5wyRs0 WdO1frmzUOj4+Y+a+Hu M97eOIkFNs+5RMgOCb xxhQy0Cdyhgb+n593O8 t1nZAv6pmOgY6ObKntq a1ZbFhpICTWZSAkRMQe LHZEl8wV+zEcfNOuil RRAlOOnFUFrei9MiMI8 VGY+NculU6CzYKSykOY nReCPU60JDZX43XdPT 6qLBnt+4UZ2WBLyUswr QsRBnZC0HyYhv7zUktm rgOy3qltRuNDWrZsAgl sV0pySyd5WYBmWWqgm JRRNMEwd3ehrO6cKCs4 b1uZP1w4K2tyMDM2PUW gu3zYT10ctVhnJQdIrV DnZWyzorEFlDNyrMZd Al8E7E3l3dwD4s10pRw 91YKDsoqd/0gpOmgXOJ sUb+9jfBGwIdE6YjIUn YeuakC7pFXcGs75jn2 JL55y6LX9euvF2xv7y3 WvWBvO+yVl4ji1VNLBv s7vRp+b2unJnsH+5dK jhSAWMpu7+7WArt72zU Z7l+QTXCoZLlyU+T0xx /KIgwPurv3uuHOjnuTh +0X+EXiCb7fUffvW2t HQfU6v+Z97X3jrXuht+ cdeT95J96ZR70/vb+8v 71/Vjurv6yerj5eQK9e qWS+8hrf6uA/6miHSw ==</latexit><latexit s ha1_base64="MoWhCdo VbTLJhPpPmCJ0Svlvu V0=">AAAMo3icjVZbb9 s2FFa7W5dmW7s97kVYa iBpXcVKc90QIFsbbMPW LguatoBldBR1bLOmSJ WkaruCfsR+zV63n7F/s 0NaciMl7aoH+/DwOxee GxlnnGnT6/175eoHH3 708SfXPl25vvrZ51/cu PnlEy1zReGMSi7Vs5ho 4EzAmWGGw7NMAUljDk/ jyX27//QVKM2keGzmG QxSMhJsyCgxyHp+485K 5JT01SgeFMHBwX53+VP iHlOUQ1JsBWG58vzGWi /ouc+/SIQVseZV38nz m9f/iBJJ8xSEoZxo3Q9 7men6ZirRaJ6KQUGUYW gBTeUaMkInZATFbKgIb bJiKSeGxLrJFYzCJVg +IUqReZOb5twwJadNrj t813d/JuZvU7/SNJA2c YZNXiNHwJTKNCUiuV0H rh8OikgRpiGWsyLMTF lEFt2vc3a4TsdEBXa5g VAhE+jrMcngcKGhmygy 7TIhQPlo8BBVDHwns+ FbVWLur4Xld2WJPjYcG KLByv57GlRADRGjS2wG +w2rQymNkAY0ew2V9Yb xItLwMicczzrWGCMo7 gY7MCsPm8uyJZMykeu2 zN13y2T8osidtkgjV4S PpGJmnJYdf2xM9u3mpj 12INVoM5uMNpf7ui2W acixmjFg/yfK6KxZZMy 0KpykOiVmfIGp52lc+k 2PQWADKYIqfN9v7GRE6 QnLkN/JQGFIsM98IZl IkGhXrG+/Tix54lvTfh SnzSImcc6JmjV9StCuY Sna7tBcKdRrV+igBkcN Jdo16HqWOlhDGHsnha TJ+/n4+NgoIoyUXC+c8 juEczn17Ra8FK53mwcd 5pxnSFR4v6MgySngQd SIiWamRopkY8xAO4xYv WIEtZaOj577Zgw+SV7k 2kxZgjEB8QpHhEjb4Xt FFJMKhu86SmNrjKNWW QG/1Rl0BC+xYHVOKcaT z3HVAnAHwCH+BtA8iM3 eJSYJpei2brdijPDSjY EYMFaFXSuG0VkL/QgQ UTMafkR5TJSV6qz4fpR jQamFflRDVFlg17f6Cu vBdV3bWyxq22zIxGBjD HE551hXMGSC2TtoYbf aPM8vHpzDtMQzTlhLkg N6Xha/ur/GTqZkJnWl9 OTcooGiUkmODTAvi/t Lsm0XCaImVYxryYpZnF ab5/dghq2B91txXBEo+ gDwMlTwEPP4W2Y7W6rb mHip7e0gK47A1imozc rlcDzUC4SfsGbeHj4qH p6bf2laPrownBNp7NBk wzTFYRbZenLDvogmoMT dXhBCGnFEZUvGzntwI C0j4BqCmrMPaZMesmbR 9B9jhQ2lMCBoq5wyRs0 WdO1frmzUOj4+Y+a+Hu M97eOIkFNs+5RMgOCb xxhQy0Cdyhgb+n593O8 t1nZAv6pmOgY6ObKntq a1ZbFhpICTWZSAkRMQe LHZEl8wV+zEcfNOuil RRAlOOnFUFrei9MiMI8 VGY+NculU6CzYKSykOY nReCPU60JDZX43XdPT 6qLBnt+4UZ2WBLyUswr QsRBnZC0HyYhv7zUktm rgOy3qltRuNDWrZsAgl sV0pySyd5WYBmWWqgm JRRNMEwd3ehrO6cKCs4 b1uZP1w4K2tyMDM2PUW gu3zYT10ctVhnJQdIrV DnZWyzorEFlDNyrMZd Al8E7E3l3dwD4s10pRw 91YKDsoqd/0gpOmgXOJ sUb+9jfBGwIdE6YjIUn YeuakC7pFXcGs75jn2 JL55y6LX9euvF2xv7y3 WvWBvO+yVl4ji1VNLBv s7vRp+b2unJnsH+5dK jhSAWMpu7+7WArt72zU Z7l+QTXCoZLlyU+T0xx /KIgwPurv3uuHOjnuTh +0X+EXiCb7fUffvW2t HQfU6v+Z97X3jrXuht+ cdeT95J96ZR70/vb+8v 71/Vjurv6yerj5eQK9e qWS+8hrf6uA/6miHSw ==</latexit><latexit s ha1_base64="MoWhCdo VbTLJhPpPmCJ0Svlvu V0=">AAAMo3icjVZbb9 s2FFa7W5dmW7s97kVYa iBpXcVKc90QIFsbbMPW LguatoBldBR1bLOmSJ WkaruCfsR+zV63n7F/s 0NaciMl7aoH+/DwOxee GxlnnGnT6/175eoHH3 708SfXPl25vvrZ51/cu PnlEy1zReGMSi7Vs5ho 4EzAmWGGw7NMAUljDk/ jyX27//QVKM2keGzmG QxSMhJsyCgxyHp+485K 5JT01SgeFMHBwX53+VP iHlOUQ1JsBWG58vzGWi /ouc+/SIQVseZV38nz m9f/iBJJ8xSEoZxo3Q9 7men6ZirRaJ6KQUGUYW gBTeUaMkInZATFbKgIb bJiKSeGxLrJFYzCJVg +IUqReZOb5twwJadNrj t813d/JuZvU7/SNJA2c YZNXiNHwJTKNCUiuV0H rh8OikgRpiGWsyLMTF lEFt2vc3a4TsdEBXa5g VAhE+jrMcngcKGhmygy 7TIhQPlo8BBVDHwns+ FbVWLur4Xld2WJPjYcG KLByv57GlRADRGjS2wG +w2rQymNkAY0ew2V9Yb xItLwMicczzrWGCMo7 gY7MCsPm8uyJZMykeu2 zN13y2T8osidtkgjV4S PpGJmnJYdf2xM9u3mpj 12INVoM5uMNpf7ui2W acixmjFg/yfK6KxZZMy 0KpykOiVmfIGp52lc+k 2PQWADKYIqfN9v7GRE6 QnLkN/JQGFIsM98IZl IkGhXrG+/Tix54lvTfh SnzSImcc6JmjV9StCuY Sna7tBcKdRrV+igBkcN Jdo16HqWOlhDGHsnha TJ+/n4+NgoIoyUXC+c8 juEczn17Ra8FK53mwcd 5pxnSFR4v6MgySngQd SIiWamRopkY8xAO4xYv WIEtZaOj577Zgw+SV7k 2kxZgjEB8QpHhEjb4Xt FFJMKhu86SmNrjKNWW QG/1Rl0BC+xYHVOKcaT z3HVAnAHwCH+BtA8iM3 eJSYJpei2brdijPDSjY EYMFaFXSuG0VkL/QgQ UTMafkR5TJSV6qz4fpR jQamFflRDVFlg17f6Cu vBdV3bWyxq22zIxGBjD HE551hXMGSC2TtoYbf aPM8vHpzDtMQzTlhLkg N6Xha/ur/GTqZkJnWl9 OTcooGiUkmODTAvi/t Lsm0XCaImVYxryYpZnF ab5/dghq2B91txXBEo+ gDwMlTwEPP4W2Y7W6rb mHip7e0gK47A1imozc rlcDzUC4SfsGbeHj4qH p6bf2laPrownBNp7NBk wzTFYRbZenLDvogmoMT dXhBCGnFEZUvGzntwI C0j4BqCmrMPaZMesmbR 9B9jhQ2lMCBoq5wyRs0 WdO1frmzUOj4+Y+a+Hu M97eOIkFNs+5RMgOCb xxhQy0Cdyhgb+n593O8 t1nZAv6pmOgY6ObKntq a1ZbFhpICTWZSAkRMQe LHZEl8wV+zEcfNOuil RRAlOOnFUFrei9MiMI8 VGY+NculU6CzYKSykOY nReCPU60JDZX43XdPT 6qLBnt+4UZ2WBLyUswr QsRBnZC0HyYhv7zUktm rgOy3qltRuNDWrZsAgl sV0pySyd5WYBmWWqgm JRRNMEwd3ehrO6cKCs4 b1uZP1w4K2tyMDM2PUW gu3zYT10ctVhnJQdIrV DnZWyzorEFlDNyrMZd Al8E7E3l3dwD4s10pRw 91YKDsoqd/0gpOmgXOJ sUb+9jfBGwIdE6YjIUn YeuakC7pFXcGs75jn2 JL55y6LX9euvF2xv7y3 WvWBvO+yVl4ji1VNLBv s7vRp+b2unJnsH+5dK jhSAWMpu7+7WArt72zU Z7l+QTXCoZLlyU+T0xx /KIgwPurv3uuHOjnuTh +0X+EXiCb7fUffvW2t HQfU6v+Z97X3jrXuht+ cdeT95J96ZR70/vb+8v 71/Vjurv6yerj5eQK9e qWS+8hrf6uA/6miHSw ==</latexit>
equality-constrained quadratic program
exploit subsystem-, time-, and  
state-input-separation,  
as well as easily projectable 
constraint sets
exploit time-separation,  
as well as simple  
subsystem topologies
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<latexit s ha1_base64="Ka6UVSb 3ubfoV/WIg8I7jvvIv mo=">AAAMo3icjVZbb9 s2FFa7W5dmW7s97oVYa iBpXcVyc90QIFsbbMPW LguatoAVdBR1bLOmSJ WkaruCfsR+zV63n7F/s 0NZciMl7aoH+/DwOxee Gxmlghvb6/175eoHH3 708SfXPl25vvrZ51/cu PnlE6MyzeCUKaH0s4ga EFzCqeVWwLNUA00iAU+ jyX23//QVaMOVfGznK ZwldCT5kDNqkfX8xp2V sFQy0KPoLPf39/e6y58 C97hmAuK87/eLlec31n p+r/zIRSKoiDWv+o6f 37z+RxgrliUgLRPUmEH QS22X2KlCo1kiz3KqLU cLaCozkFI2oSPIZ0NNW ZMVKTWxNDJNruQMLsG KCdWazpvcJBOWazVtcs vDd0n5ZyPxNvUrTQNJE 2f55DVyJEyZShIq49t1 4AbBWR5qyg1EapYHqS 3y0KEHdc4O1tmYat8tN xAqVQwDM6YpHCw0dGNN p10uJWiCBg9QxRkpZT aIUyXnZC0ovisK9LHhw BANVvbf06AGZqkcXWLT 32tYHSplpbJg+GuorDe M56GBlxkVeNaxwRhBf tffhllx0FwWLZmEy8y0 Ze6+WyYVF0XutEUauaJ ipDS346TokLG16bebm+ 7YvtKjzXQy2lzum7ZY aiDDasaA/Z8oZ7NmkXH bqnCamITa8QWmmSdRQZ oeg8QG0hRVEEIaOynVZ sJT5HdS0BgS7DMiFZc xEu2KJe7rRErExJkmYZ Q0i5hGmaB61vQpRruWJ 2i7wzKtUa9boYMGSmqo 0K5F19OkhDWEsXcSiJ u8n4+Ojqym0iolzMIp0 qFCqClxW/BSlr3bPOgw EyJFosKTjoY4Y4AH0S Mum5kaaZqOMQPtMGL1y hHUWjoEPSd2DITGLzJj pzzGmIB8hSNCJu3wvaK aKw3Ddx2lsTXGUaudA Gl1BhvBSyxYkzGG8RRz XLUAogTgEH8DaB7EZe8 Sk5QxdNu0WzFCeFGOgQ gwVrlba47RWQtICIio GQ0/wiyi2kl1VggJMyw ovdCPaqgucuz6Vl9hPZ Rd1/YWi9o1GzIx2BhDX M4F1hUMueTuDlrYrTb P8/MH5zAt8VRQ3pIUgJ 4X+a/lX2Mn1SpVplJ6f G7RQDGllcAGmBf5/SX ZtosE1ZMqxrVkxcxPqs 3zezDD1sD7LT+qCBR9A HgZaniIefwtdZ2t9G1M vDLudlAVR2Lr5Mxl5X I4HuoFwo95M28PH+UPz 82/JCkeXRjOsbJuaPJh kuAwC109lcM+Dyeg5d2 eH0ASCkSlS8b2e3AgK UIQBvyaswdJkx7yZtEM HmOFDZW0IFmrnFLObB+ 67i/TLmodgs+YOTFjvK cJjgg1xbZP6AQovnms Bb0M1ImKsKHv18f93mF dBwyqamZjYJNDd2pn2j gWH4YaBJ2FMVg1AYkXm yvxBXPFTZxy3qlySuR hjJNOHhb5rTA5tONQ89 HYli7dKkoLLgpLKQFyd F4I9ZagIXe/Bq/p8PV h7s7u3MlPixxfSliESZ HLInQXghL5FvZbKbVo4 jos65XWbji2qGXDIbTC dmU0dXSa2QVkluoKik URTmMEd3sbpdWFA0UN7 3VD50cJ7vdDCzPr1n0E u+fDelDKVYcppdwQqR3 qrBR1VhS2gG5Wnstgm cA3EXtzefv3sFhDw6go 30r+flHlbuAHLDkrljh X1G9vI7wR8CFRlEToKD ePyqkC5SMvF852JDLs SXzzFnmvS+qv529t7S7 WPX93K+gVl4ji1VNL+n vbvRp+r79dk739vUsl RxpALmW3dnZqgZ3drZo M9i7IxjhU0kyXU+Tkxx +KPAj2uzv3usH2dvkmD 9ov8IvEk74foO7f+2u HfvU6v+Z97X3jrXuBt+ sdej95x96px7w/vb+8v 71/Vjurv6yerD5eQK9e qWS+8hrf6tl/9n2HTA ==</latexit><latexit s ha1_base64="Ka6UVSb 3ubfoV/WIg8I7jvvIv mo=">AAAMo3icjVZbb9 s2FFa7W5dmW7s97oVYa iBpXcVyc90QIFsbbMPW LguatoAVdBR1bLOmSJ WkaruCfsR+zV63n7F/s 0NZciMl7aoH+/DwOxee Gxmlghvb6/175eoHH3 708SfXPl25vvrZ51/cu PnlE6MyzeCUKaH0s4ga EFzCqeVWwLNUA00iAU+ jyX23//QVaMOVfGznK ZwldCT5kDNqkfX8xp2V sFQy0KPoLPf39/e6y58 C97hmAuK87/eLlec31n p+r/zIRSKoiDWv+o6f 37z+RxgrliUgLRPUmEH QS22X2KlCo1kiz3KqLU cLaCozkFI2oSPIZ0NNW ZMVKTWxNDJNruQMLsG KCdWazpvcJBOWazVtcs vDd0n5ZyPxNvUrTQNJE 2f55DVyJEyZShIq49t1 4AbBWR5qyg1EapYHqS 3y0KEHdc4O1tmYat8tN xAqVQwDM6YpHCw0dGNN p10uJWiCBg9QxRkpZT aIUyXnZC0ovisK9LHhw BANVvbf06AGZqkcXWLT 32tYHSplpbJg+GuorDe M56GBlxkVeNaxwRhBf tffhllx0FwWLZmEy8y0 Ze6+WyYVF0XutEUauaJ ipDS346TokLG16bebm+ 7YvtKjzXQy2lzum7ZY aiDDasaA/Z8oZ7NmkXH bqnCamITa8QWmmSdRQZ oeg8QG0hRVEEIaOynVZ sJT5HdS0BgS7DMiFZc xEu2KJe7rRErExJkmYZ Q0i5hGmaB61vQpRruWJ 2i7wzKtUa9boYMGSmqo 0K5F19OkhDWEsXcSiJ u8n4+Ojqym0iolzMIp0 qFCqClxW/BSlr3bPOgw EyJFosKTjoY4Y4AH0S Mum5kaaZqOMQPtMGL1y hHUWjoEPSd2DITGLzJj pzzGmIB8hSNCJu3wvaK aKw3Ddx2lsTXGUaudA Gl1BhvBSyxYkzGG8RRz XLUAogTgEH8DaB7EZe8 Sk5QxdNu0WzFCeFGOgQ gwVrlba47RWQtICIio GQ0/wiyi2kl1VggJMyw ovdCPaqgucuz6Vl9hPZ Rd1/YWi9o1GzIx2BhDX M4F1hUMueTuDlrYrTb P8/MH5zAt8VRQ3pIUgJ 4X+a/lX2Mn1SpVplJ6f G7RQDGllcAGmBf5/SX ZtosE1ZMqxrVkxcxPqs 3zezDD1sD7LT+qCBR9A HgZaniIefwtdZ2t9G1M vDLudlAVR2Lr5Mxl5X I4HuoFwo95M28PH+UPz 82/JCkeXRjOsbJuaPJh kuAwC109lcM+Dyeg5d2 eH0ASCkSlS8b2e3AgK UIQBvyaswdJkx7yZtEM HmOFDZW0IFmrnFLObB+ 67i/TLmodgs+YOTFjvK cJjgg1xbZP6AQovnms Bb0M1ImKsKHv18f93mF dBwyqamZjYJNDd2pn2j gWH4YaBJ2FMVg1AYkXm yvxBXPFTZxy3qlySuR hjJNOHhb5rTA5tONQ89 HYli7dKkoLLgpLKQFyd F4I9ZagIXe/Bq/p8PV h7s7u3MlPixxfSliESZ HLInQXghL5FvZbKbVo4 jos65XWbji2qGXDIbTC dmU0dXSa2QVkluoKik URTmMEd3sbpdWFA0UN7 3VD50cJ7vdDCzPr1n0E u+fDelDKVYcppdwQqR3 qrBR1VhS2gG5Wnstgm cA3EXtzefv3sFhDw6go 30r+flHlbuAHLDkrljh X1G9vI7wR8CFRlEToKD ePyqkC5SMvF852JDLs SXzzFnmvS+qv529t7S7 WPX93K+gVl4ji1VNL+n vbvRp+r79dk739vUsl RxpALmW3dnZqgZ3drZo M9i7IxjhU0kyXU+Tkxx +KPAj2uzv3usH2dvkmD 9ov8IvEk74foO7f+2u HfvU6v+Z97X3jrXuBt+ sdej95x96px7w/vb+8v 71/Vjurv6yerD5eQK9e qWS+8hrf6tl/9n2HTA ==</latexit><latexit s ha1_base64="Ka6UVSb 3ubfoV/WIg8I7jvvIv mo=">AAAMo3icjVZbb9 s2FFa7W5dmW7s97oVYa iBpXcVyc90QIFsbbMPW LguatoAVdBR1bLOmSJ WkaruCfsR+zV63n7F/s 0NZciMl7aoH+/DwOxee Gxmlghvb6/175eoHH3 708SfXPl25vvrZ51/cu PnlE6MyzeCUKaH0s4ga EFzCqeVWwLNUA00iAU+ jyX23//QVaMOVfGznK ZwldCT5kDNqkfX8xp2V sFQy0KPoLPf39/e6y58 C97hmAuK87/eLlec31n p+r/zIRSKoiDWv+o6f 37z+RxgrliUgLRPUmEH QS22X2KlCo1kiz3KqLU cLaCozkFI2oSPIZ0NNW ZMVKTWxNDJNruQMLsG KCdWazpvcJBOWazVtcs vDd0n5ZyPxNvUrTQNJE 2f55DVyJEyZShIq49t1 4AbBWR5qyg1EapYHqS 3y0KEHdc4O1tmYat8tN xAqVQwDM6YpHCw0dGNN p10uJWiCBg9QxRkpZT aIUyXnZC0ovisK9LHhw BANVvbf06AGZqkcXWLT 32tYHSplpbJg+GuorDe M56GBlxkVeNaxwRhBf tffhllx0FwWLZmEy8y0 Ze6+WyYVF0XutEUauaJ ipDS346TokLG16bebm+ 7YvtKjzXQy2lzum7ZY aiDDasaA/Z8oZ7NmkXH bqnCamITa8QWmmSdRQZ oeg8QG0hRVEEIaOynVZ sJT5HdS0BgS7DMiFZc xEu2KJe7rRErExJkmYZ Q0i5hGmaB61vQpRruWJ 2i7wzKtUa9boYMGSmqo 0K5F19OkhDWEsXcSiJ u8n4+Ojqym0iolzMIp0 qFCqClxW/BSlr3bPOgw EyJFosKTjoY4Y4AH0S Mum5kaaZqOMQPtMGL1y hHUWjoEPSd2DITGLzJj pzzGmIB8hSNCJu3wvaK aKw3Ddx2lsTXGUaudA Gl1BhvBSyxYkzGG8RRz XLUAogTgEH8DaB7EZe8 Sk5QxdNu0WzFCeFGOgQ gwVrlba47RWQtICIio GQ0/wiyi2kl1VggJMyw ovdCPaqgucuz6Vl9hPZ Rd1/YWi9o1GzIx2BhDX M4F1hUMueTuDlrYrTb P8/MH5zAt8VRQ3pIUgJ 4X+a/lX2Mn1SpVplJ6f G7RQDGllcAGmBf5/SX ZtosE1ZMqxrVkxcxPqs 3zezDD1sD7LT+qCBR9A HgZaniIefwtdZ2t9G1M vDLudlAVR2Lr5Mxl5X I4HuoFwo95M28PH+UPz 82/JCkeXRjOsbJuaPJh kuAwC109lcM+Dyeg5d2 eH0ASCkSlS8b2e3AgK UIQBvyaswdJkx7yZtEM HmOFDZW0IFmrnFLObB+ 67i/TLmodgs+YOTFjvK cJjgg1xbZP6AQovnms Bb0M1ImKsKHv18f93mF dBwyqamZjYJNDd2pn2j gWH4YaBJ2FMVg1AYkXm yvxBXPFTZxy3qlySuR hjJNOHhb5rTA5tONQ89 HYli7dKkoLLgpLKQFyd F4I9ZagIXe/Bq/p8PV h7s7u3MlPixxfSliESZ HLInQXghL5FvZbKbVo4 jos65XWbji2qGXDIbTC dmU0dXSa2QVkluoKik URTmMEd3sbpdWFA0UN7 3VD50cJ7vdDCzPr1n0E u+fDelDKVYcppdwQqR3 qrBR1VhS2gG5Wnstgm cA3EXtzefv3sFhDw6go 30r+flHlbuAHLDkrljh X1G9vI7wR8CFRlEToKD ePyqkC5SMvF852JDLs SXzzFnmvS+qv529t7S7 WPX93K+gVl4ji1VNL+n vbvRp+r79dk739vUsl RxpALmW3dnZqgZ3drZo M9i7IxjhU0kyXU+Tkxx +KPAj2uzv3usH2dvkmD 9ov8IvEk74foO7f+2u HfvU6v+Z97X3jrXuBt+ sdej95x96px7w/vb+8v 71/Vjurv6yerD5eQK9e qWS+8hrf6tl/9n2HTA ==</latexit><latexit s ha1_base64="Ka6UVSb 3ubfoV/WIg8I7jvvIv mo=">AAAMo3icjVZbb9 s2FFa7W5dmW7s97oVYa iBpXcVyc90QIFsbbMPW LguatoAVdBR1bLOmSJ WkaruCfsR+zV63n7F/s 0NZciMl7aoH+/DwOxee Gxmlghvb6/175eoHH3 708SfXPl25vvrZ51/cu PnlE6MyzeCUKaH0s4ga EFzCqeVWwLNUA00iAU+ jyX23//QVaMOVfGznK ZwldCT5kDNqkfX8xp2V sFQy0KPoLPf39/e6y58 C97hmAuK87/eLlec31n p+r/zIRSKoiDWv+o6f 37z+RxgrliUgLRPUmEH QS22X2KlCo1kiz3KqLU cLaCozkFI2oSPIZ0NNW ZMVKTWxNDJNruQMLsG KCdWazpvcJBOWazVtcs vDd0n5ZyPxNvUrTQNJE 2f55DVyJEyZShIq49t1 4AbBWR5qyg1EapYHqS 3y0KEHdc4O1tmYat8tN xAqVQwDM6YpHCw0dGNN p10uJWiCBg9QxRkpZT aIUyXnZC0ovisK9LHhw BANVvbf06AGZqkcXWLT 32tYHSplpbJg+GuorDe M56GBlxkVeNaxwRhBf tffhllx0FwWLZmEy8y0 Ze6+WyYVF0XutEUauaJ ipDS346TokLG16bebm+ 7YvtKjzXQy2lzum7ZY aiDDasaA/Z8oZ7NmkXH bqnCamITa8QWmmSdRQZ oeg8QG0hRVEEIaOynVZ sJT5HdS0BgS7DMiFZc xEu2KJe7rRErExJkmYZ Q0i5hGmaB61vQpRruWJ 2i7wzKtUa9boYMGSmqo 0K5F19OkhDWEsXcSiJ u8n4+Ojqym0iolzMIp0 qFCqClxW/BSlr3bPOgw EyJFosKTjoY4Y4AH0S Mum5kaaZqOMQPtMGL1y hHUWjoEPSd2DITGLzJj pzzGmIB8hSNCJu3wvaK aKw3Ddx2lsTXGUaudA Gl1BhvBSyxYkzGG8RRz XLUAogTgEH8DaB7EZe8 Sk5QxdNu0WzFCeFGOgQ gwVrlba47RWQtICIio GQ0/wiyi2kl1VggJMyw ovdCPaqgucuz6Vl9hPZ Rd1/YWi9o1GzIx2BhDX M4F1hUMueTuDlrYrTb P8/MH5zAt8VRQ3pIUgJ 4X+a/lX2Mn1SpVplJ6f G7RQDGllcAGmBf5/SX ZtosE1ZMqxrVkxcxPqs 3zezDD1sD7LT+qCBR9A HgZaniIefwtdZ2t9G1M vDLudlAVR2Lr5Mxl5X I4HuoFwo95M28PH+UPz 82/JCkeXRjOsbJuaPJh kuAwC109lcM+Dyeg5d2 eH0ASCkSlS8b2e3AgK UIQBvyaswdJkx7yZtEM HmOFDZW0IFmrnFLObB+ 67i/TLmodgs+YOTFjvK cJjgg1xbZP6AQovnms Bb0M1ImKsKHv18f93mF dBwyqamZjYJNDd2pn2j gWH4YaBJ2FMVg1AYkXm yvxBXPFTZxy3qlySuR hjJNOHhb5rTA5tONQ89 HYli7dKkoLLgpLKQFyd F4I9ZagIXe/Bq/p8PV h7s7u3MlPixxfSliESZ HLInQXghL5FvZbKbVo4 jos65XWbji2qGXDIbTC dmU0dXSa2QVkluoKik URTmMEd3sbpdWFA0UN7 3VD50cJ7vdDCzPr1n0E u+fDelDKVYcppdwQqR3 qrBR1VhS2gG5Wnstgm cA3EXtzefv3sFhDw6go 30r+flHlbuAHLDkrljh X1G9vI7wR8CFRlEToKD ePyqkC5SMvF852JDLs SXzzFnmvS+qv529t7S7 WPX93K+gVl4ji1VNL+n vbvRp+r79dk739vUsl RxpALmW3dnZqgZ3drZo M9i7IxjhU0kyXU+Tkxx +KPAj2uzv3usH2dvkmD 9ov8IvEk74foO7f+2u HfvU6v+Z97X3jrXuBt+ sdej95x96px7w/vb+8v 71/Vjurv6yerD5eQK9e qWS+8hrf6tl/9n2HTA ==</latexit>
projection
Fig. 3. Illustration of the composition of Algorithm 2. Each step exploits
different types of structure, which improves the computational efficiency.
TABLE II
COMPLEXITY-PER-ITERATION FOR ALGORITHM 2
use case threads complexity of the longest thread O(·)
#1 M = 1, box 1 Nx2 + Nx
#2 box 1 N(M maxi x2i + M maxi xi + w
2)
#3 box 2MN N maxi x2i + max{maxi xi,w2}
#4 box, out-1 1 MN(maxi x2i + maxi xi + maxi w
2
i )
#5 box, out-1 2MN N maxi x2i + maxi{xi,w2i }
B. Efficient Implementation and Computational Complexity
Step 2.1 is an equality-constrained quadratic program. With
the Schur complement method in [32, Sec. 16.2], we obtain
the closed-form solution
yi←Mi
(− 1ρi qi + β(λζi+ζi) + (1−β)(λi+i))+Nici, (11)
where Ni = PiC>i (CiPiC>i )−1, Mi = (I − NiCi)Pi, and
Pi = ρi(Qi + ρiI)−1. An efficient implementation of (11)
exploits the MPC multistage structure [33], i.e., it exploits the
fact that Ci is banded (see Appendix A-C for details).
Similarly, the modified affine projection in 2.3 can be written
as an equality-constrained quadratic program and solved by
← D(y − λ) + Ed, where E =E−1 D>(DE−1 D>)−1 and
D = I − ED. Further, we consider a permutation matrix P
that sorts y for time, i.e., Py = y¯ = [y¯1; . . . ; y¯N+1] with
y¯1 = [u1;w1], y¯k=2,...,N = [xk;uk;wk], and y¯N+1 =xN+1. In
the permuted coordinates, we use D¯ = PDP> and E¯ = PE ,
which are then block-diagonal. Hence, we can solve 2.3 with
∀k = 1,..., N+1: ¯k ← D¯k(y¯k − λ¯k ) + E¯kdk, (12)
where λ¯ = Pλ, ¯ = P, and the partition in k matches
y¯1,..., y¯N+1. A special case is when each subsystem influences
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Fig. 4. Left: Occupation pattern of an example dynamics matrix. Right:
Complexities-per-iteration in Table II for a growing system size.
at most one other subsystem through a virtual input. In
this case, D¯k and E¯k decompose further along w1,...,wM ,
as the virtual inputs are independent of each other. Conse-
quently, (12) can be executed with MN parallel threads.
Table I shows the computational complexities of each al-
gorithm step, justifications are shown in Appendix A-C. The
Landau symbol O describes the order of required scalar mul-
tiplications and additions. We denote the computational costs
for projecting onto Xi,Ui with c(ΠXi), c(ΠUi). We consider
two special cases: ‘box’ denotes the case where Xi,Ui are
easily-projectable box constraints; and ‘out-1’ denotes the case
where each subsystem affects at most one virtual input. Aside
from the structure in the algorithm steps, the composition of
Algorithm 2 also offers a large potential for parallelization:
• 2.1 and 2.2 are separate for each subsystem
• 2.2 consists of MN separate projections onto Xi,Ui
• 2.3 separates for each step along the prediction interval
• 2.2 and 2.3 are independent from each other.
We summarize the composition in Fig. 3. Table II shows the
complexity-per-iteration of Algorithm 2. The case M = 1,
independent of β, has the same complexity as conventional
ADMM. We consider an example system to illustrate the
complexities in Fig. 4. In Table II, we see that the obtained
values follow from the problem parameters M , N , {xi,wi},
the number of threads, and the use case. We use Aij ∈ R2×2
for all i, j. We assume that each Ai,i+1 has rank 1, i.e., wi= 1
for i 6= M . For the last component, we assume wM = 2.
We use N = 10 and we consider systems with 1-15 diagonal
components, i.e., x ∈ {2, 4, 6,..., 30}. In Fig. 4 on the right,
we show the corresponding complexities. The cases #4,5
only apply if Ai,i+1 = 0 or AM,i = 0, i.e., the case ‘out-1’
applies. We see that structure exploitation (#2-5) compares
favorably to conventional ADMM (#1), even for single-
thread implementations (#2,4). We also see that the benefit
from structure exploitation grows with the system size. As
presented in Fig. 1, the complexity-per-iteration only defines
a part of the overall execution cost. We analyze the remaining
part, namely the required number of iterations, in Section IV.
C. Parameter Choice
We denote the smallest and largest eigenvalues of a matrix
with eigmin, eigmax. We consider an orthonormal null space
basis for Ci ∈ RNxi×yi , and use the basis vectors as columns
in Zi ∈ Ryi×Nxi , which leads to CiZi= 0 and Z>i Zi= INxi .
5Proposition 2. We assume that Z>i QiZi is positive definite
and β ∈ (0, 1). The optimal penalty parameters for improving





i QiZi) eigmax(Z>i QiZi), (13)
where i = 1,...,M .
We show a proof of Proposition 2 in Appendix A-D, and
we provide additional details in the ancillary material. The
proof also shows that β is canceled out when we derive ρ?i ,
i.e., the parameters can be chosen independently. Proposition 2
suggests that individual penalty parameters are indeed useful,
as their optimal choice is different from making them all the
same. The optimal parameters (13) are valid for any quadratic
program of type (7). For MPC problems in particular, and
similar as for comparable results [8], [19], [23], we observe
that we often can improve the practical performance further by
increasing the penalties above ρ?i , which places an additional
weight on the regularization terms in 2.1 .
As noted before, β ∈ (0, 1] adjusts the regularization bal-
ance in 2.1 . The two regularization terms are equally weighted
for β = 12 . By increasing β we emphasize the influence of
(ζi, λζi) over (i, λi), and vice versa. We can also adapt β
during the algorithm iteration, similar to ρ in [6, Sec. 3.4.1].
However, our numerical results suggest that the effect of β
is small for the cases considered below. For this reason, we
restrict our attention to the nominal values β ∈ { 12 , 1} in the
sequel. For β= 12 and M > 1, we speak of structure-exploiting
ADMM. With β=M = 1, we refer to conventional ADMM.
IV. SEPARATION TENDENCY
We derive a quantitative measure of system structure, called
the separation tendency. We use the separation tendency as
a heuristic indicator for the required number of algorithm
iterations relative to conventional ADMM. In combination
with the complexity results in Table II, this makes it possible
to anticipate the execution cost of structure exploiting ADMM.
A. System Flow and Link Usage
Our goal is to quantify the interaction between system
components. We first consider the unpartitioned ∆-system
∆xk+1 = A∆xk +B∆uk, (14)
where ∆xk =xk−xk−1, ∆uk =uk−uk−1, k ≥ 0, and we use
the convention (x−1, u−1) = (0, 0). The ∆-system describes
the changes in the original system (1b).
Definition 1. The system flow Φk = [ΦkA,ΦkB ] ∈ Rx×(x+u) is
composed of the state-to-state and input-to-state flow
ΦkA = A diag
(
∆xk
) ∈ Rx×x (15a)




We use the operation A diag(∆x) ∈ Rx×x to analyze
system-internal effects. With A diag(∆x)1x×1 =A∆x, it be-
comes clear that we can understand Adiag(∆x) as an inter-
mediate step that leads to the matrix-vector product A∆x. By
following this relation, we obtain
xk+1 = xk + Φk1(x+u)×1, (16)
which clarifies that the system flow Φk describes the state
transition. A central characteristic of Φk is that it details the
transition contribution for each of the x2 state-to-state links
and x · u input-to-state links.
The link usage, which we introduce next, measures the flow
that moves through each system link in response to a unit input
impulse δk with δk=0 = 1 and δk 6=0 = 0.













, Γ = [Γij ], and the sequence {Φk} results
from uk = δk and x0 = 0.
The link usage Γ analyzes the system flow over time by
using an element-wise L2 norm [34, Chapter 2]. If Γij is large,
then the respective system link is used intensively.
B. Separation Tendency
The separation tendency compares the link usage for inter-
nal and external elements, which provides a relative measure
for the concentration of flow inside and outside of virtual
subsystems. In contrast to the previous concepts, the separation
tendency depends on the system and its partition.





































ΓB ] is an internal-external
decomposition, and #inti, #exti are the numbers of internal
and external elements in the i-th row of Γ.
If the separation tendency s is large, then internal links
predominantly influence the states, which signals a clear
subsystem separation. If the separation tendency is small, then
the system states are dominated by external flow, which signals
that the chosen partition is unsuited.
Proposition 3.
(i) s exists if the system (A,B) is controllable, and A is
semi-convergent, i.e., limk→∞Ak exists.
(ii) If s exists, then 0 ≤ s ≤ 1.
(iii) s is invariant to diagonal state and input transformations.
We show a proof of Proposition 3 in Appendix A-E.
We use semi-convergence, which is a weaker condition than
asymptotic stability, but stronger than marginal stability. The
existence of the separation tendency s implies that the link
usage Γ is finite and does not contain zero rows, which
prevents that the denominator in (18a) becomes zero. Property
(iii) makes clear that s is unaffected by state and input
transformations [x;u] = T [x¯; u¯], where T is an invertible and
diagonal matrix. This property is important as it makes the
separation tendency invariant to simple state and input scaling.
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block-diagonal
<latexit sha1_base 64="uQFp4lu3C/N1VBcVggssb+nG5rI="> AAAI8HiclVVfbxw1EN+WPz2Ofyk8IV4sok NtFS67+V9QpEptpCK1IqCmrXR7irzeuT1z Xtu1vUmuqxVfgzfEAy88wEfgc/BtGO9tQn yJqFjpdOOZ+c2Mx7+xMy24dXH8942bb739 zru3eu/13//gw48+Xrn9yXOrKsPgiCmhzM uMWhBcwpHjTsBLbYCWmYAX2eyht784AWO5 ks/cXMO4pIXkE86oQ9XxymcpA+nAcFn0M6 HY7Kuc00JJKo5XVuNh3H7kqpB0wmrUfYfHt 2/9leaKVSUGZIJaO0pi7daIO1VYZ1XKcU2 N40xA008rC5qyGS2gPpsYykJVptTM0cyGW skZXOMrZtQYOg+0IxQlLcGO67ZHDRmgJic TZfAnHWm1IcJN9sY1l7pyINkCMKkEcYr4x pGcG2BOzFGgzHDcCGFTiuVg92w/KMnx2Ws sR8IpU2VJZX4vZdzgxvNRMq5Tbx6dH9r+H R9l6Jd30SZVDiM7pRr2F5C13NDTNS4lGII Z9hPtxqTF3CV1OlHKSeXA8tdAVpPmm6bph4 knmTr7f3n9Nqksrkk93Htz8qARVBQKWzUt mwGZOqe/Xl/3sYfKFOt6Vqxf2O0yTFuokE xY1ZugnJ0FYMbdEsFoaUvqpleUdl5mDQkr Bon8NXQ5REci/AK1psbOuEbDQIPBhiP1iV Rc5iiELC1bNBlkSuTEl0PSrAxZQ7NKUHMW Zs6xFsdLQEKyyhiM61dYtIVWQkZjNNyOLl u3AIzTUkIe6r49ODhwhkqnlLCLosiACqFO iTfBK9mOU7hRHAShUej8ycBAXjHAjZiCy/ D0CkP1FE9lubVIG1nAeZRBO4tuCoTmP1bWn fIcewLyhBsly+X2nVDDlYFJ0/+PvQSmKc6 s8YhwI85MLC+kDcekTlkBr5o6tRVj2GYxx 9WSg2gd8HL916Gf5jDBWWrZgSdlZtiWpn7 87OmTpt7Z8fdjE/pooVxmeDF1maigqU2RN XU83IyTeM33NR7ubm2fi/c3N6/DFwZAXkC 3MM/CfWd3q5OSvb3rgG1xHWxvO+6cNze2O ym+72FBuzxRr2kuZf7VuNLEDN2b9qrJAGl R+7XhSITVhKSAHueKoLdplVHjUYM+IWmFs 2MW8TEMNU2NN8tSVUh9izJcuW5K6+8aVCKv kC64nAscId8H7t+7Rd7OeFlfP7rkswTXgv IlpACsvKmftH+BRRulle2CHl5aBF5MGSVw 1udN/fBCXM6LAjKq6/E5slPWP3TGyzY4w1 sAX9f6oBMQ+gjwKTbwFM/xO+0vNmXuIZmV dUhm1Wn8S1mzpsEnP1l+4K8KzzeGCXLs+4 3VB192j38v+jz6IroTJdFu9CB6HB1GRxGL fop+i/6I/uyZ3s+9X3q/Llxv3ugwn0bB1/ v9H3yIMBo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base 64="uQFp4lu3C/N1VBcVggssb+nG5rI="> AAAI8HiclVVfbxw1EN+WPz2Ofyk8IV4sok NtFS67+V9QpEptpCK1IqCmrXR7irzeuT1z Xtu1vUmuqxVfgzfEAy88wEfgc/BtGO9tQn yJqFjpdOOZ+c2Mx7+xMy24dXH8942bb739 zru3eu/13//gw48+Xrn9yXOrKsPgiCmhzM uMWhBcwpHjTsBLbYCWmYAX2eyht784AWO5 ks/cXMO4pIXkE86oQ9XxymcpA+nAcFn0M6 HY7Kuc00JJKo5XVuNh3H7kqpB0wmrUfYfHt 2/9leaKVSUGZIJaO0pi7daIO1VYZ1XKcU2 N40xA008rC5qyGS2gPpsYykJVptTM0cyGW skZXOMrZtQYOg+0IxQlLcGO67ZHDRmgJic TZfAnHWm1IcJN9sY1l7pyINkCMKkEcYr4x pGcG2BOzFGgzHDcCGFTiuVg92w/KMnx2Ws sR8IpU2VJZX4vZdzgxvNRMq5Tbx6dH9r+H R9l6Jd30SZVDiM7pRr2F5C13NDTNS4lGII Z9hPtxqTF3CV1OlHKSeXA8tdAVpPmm6bph4 knmTr7f3n9Nqksrkk93Htz8qARVBQKWzUt mwGZOqe/Xl/3sYfKFOt6Vqxf2O0yTFuokE xY1ZugnJ0FYMbdEsFoaUvqpleUdl5mDQkr Bon8NXQ5REci/AK1psbOuEbDQIPBhiP1iV Rc5iiELC1bNBlkSuTEl0PSrAxZQ7NKUHMW Zs6xFsdLQEKyyhiM61dYtIVWQkZjNNyOLl u3AIzTUkIe6r49ODhwhkqnlLCLosiACqFO iTfBK9mOU7hRHAShUej8ycBAXjHAjZiCy/ D0CkP1FE9lubVIG1nAeZRBO4tuCoTmP1bWn fIcewLyhBsly+X2nVDDlYFJ0/+PvQSmKc6 s8YhwI85MLC+kDcekTlkBr5o6tRVj2GYxx 9WSg2gd8HL916Gf5jDBWWrZgSdlZtiWpn7 87OmTpt7Z8fdjE/pooVxmeDF1maigqU2RN XU83IyTeM33NR7ubm2fi/c3N6/DFwZAXkC 3MM/CfWd3q5OSvb3rgG1xHWxvO+6cNze2O ym+72FBuzxRr2kuZf7VuNLEDN2b9qrJAGl R+7XhSITVhKSAHueKoLdplVHjUYM+IWmFs 2MW8TEMNU2NN8tSVUh9izJcuW5K6+8aVCKv kC64nAscId8H7t+7Rd7OeFlfP7rkswTXgv IlpACsvKmftH+BRRulle2CHl5aBF5MGSVw 1udN/fBCXM6LAjKq6/E5slPWP3TGyzY4w1 sAX9f6oBMQ+gjwKTbwFM/xO+0vNmXuIZmV dUhm1Wn8S1mzpsEnP1l+4K8KzzeGCXLs+4 3VB192j38v+jz6IroTJdFu9CB6HB1GRxGL fop+i/6I/uyZ3s+9X3q/Llxv3ugwn0bB1/ v9H3yIMBo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base 64="uQFp4lu3C/N1VBcVggssb+nG5rI="> AAAI8HiclVVfbxw1EN+WPz2Ofyk8IV4sok NtFS67+V9QpEptpCK1IqCmrXR7irzeuT1z Xtu1vUmuqxVfgzfEAy88wEfgc/BtGO9tQn yJqFjpdOOZ+c2Mx7+xMy24dXH8942bb739 zru3eu/13//gw48+Xrn9yXOrKsPgiCmhzM uMWhBcwpHjTsBLbYCWmYAX2eyht784AWO5 ks/cXMO4pIXkE86oQ9XxymcpA+nAcFn0M6 HY7Kuc00JJKo5XVuNh3H7kqpB0wmrUfYfHt 2/9leaKVSUGZIJaO0pi7daIO1VYZ1XKcU2 N40xA008rC5qyGS2gPpsYykJVptTM0cyGW skZXOMrZtQYOg+0IxQlLcGO67ZHDRmgJic TZfAnHWm1IcJN9sY1l7pyINkCMKkEcYr4x pGcG2BOzFGgzHDcCGFTiuVg92w/KMnx2Ws sR8IpU2VJZX4vZdzgxvNRMq5Tbx6dH9r+H R9l6Jd30SZVDiM7pRr2F5C13NDTNS4lGII Z9hPtxqTF3CV1OlHKSeXA8tdAVpPmm6bph4 knmTr7f3n9Nqksrkk93Htz8qARVBQKWzUt mwGZOqe/Xl/3sYfKFOt6Vqxf2O0yTFuokE xY1ZugnJ0FYMbdEsFoaUvqpleUdl5mDQkr Bon8NXQ5REci/AK1psbOuEbDQIPBhiP1iV Rc5iiELC1bNBlkSuTEl0PSrAxZQ7NKUHMW Zs6xFsdLQEKyyhiM61dYtIVWQkZjNNyOLl u3AIzTUkIe6r49ODhwhkqnlLCLosiACqFO iTfBK9mOU7hRHAShUej8ycBAXjHAjZiCy/ D0CkP1FE9lubVIG1nAeZRBO4tuCoTmP1bWn fIcewLyhBsly+X2nVDDlYFJ0/+PvQSmKc6 s8YhwI85MLC+kDcekTlkBr5o6tRVj2GYxx 9WSg2gd8HL916Gf5jDBWWrZgSdlZtiWpn7 87OmTpt7Z8fdjE/pooVxmeDF1maigqU2RN XU83IyTeM33NR7ubm2fi/c3N6/DFwZAXkC 3MM/CfWd3q5OSvb3rgG1xHWxvO+6cNze2O ym+72FBuzxRr2kuZf7VuNLEDN2b9qrJAGl R+7XhSITVhKSAHueKoLdplVHjUYM+IWmFs 2MW8TEMNU2NN8tSVUh9izJcuW5K6+8aVCKv kC64nAscId8H7t+7Rd7OeFlfP7rkswTXgv IlpACsvKmftH+BRRulle2CHl5aBF5MGSVw 1udN/fBCXM6LAjKq6/E5slPWP3TGyzY4w1 sAX9f6oBMQ+gjwKTbwFM/xO+0vNmXuIZmV dUhm1Wn8S1mzpsEnP1l+4K8KzzeGCXLs+4 3VB192j38v+jz6IroTJdFu9CB6HB1GRxGL fop+i/6I/uyZ3s+9X3q/Llxv3ugwn0bB1/ v9H3yIMBo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base 64="uQFp4lu3C/N1VBcVggssb+nG5rI="> AAAI8HiclVVfbxw1EN+WPz2Ofyk8IV4sok NtFS67+V9QpEptpCK1IqCmrXR7irzeuT1z Xtu1vUmuqxVfgzfEAy88wEfgc/BtGO9tQn yJqFjpdOOZ+c2Mx7+xMy24dXH8942bb739 zru3eu/13//gw48+Xrn9yXOrKsPgiCmhzM uMWhBcwpHjTsBLbYCWmYAX2eyht784AWO5 ks/cXMO4pIXkE86oQ9XxymcpA+nAcFn0M6 HY7Kuc00JJKo5XVuNh3H7kqpB0wmrUfYfHt 2/9leaKVSUGZIJaO0pi7daIO1VYZ1XKcU2 N40xA008rC5qyGS2gPpsYykJVptTM0cyGW skZXOMrZtQYOg+0IxQlLcGO67ZHDRmgJic TZfAnHWm1IcJN9sY1l7pyINkCMKkEcYr4x pGcG2BOzFGgzHDcCGFTiuVg92w/KMnx2Ws sR8IpU2VJZX4vZdzgxvNRMq5Tbx6dH9r+H R9l6Jd30SZVDiM7pRr2F5C13NDTNS4lGII Z9hPtxqTF3CV1OlHKSeXA8tdAVpPmm6bph4 knmTr7f3n9Nqksrkk93Htz8qARVBQKWzUt mwGZOqe/Xl/3sYfKFOt6Vqxf2O0yTFuokE xY1ZugnJ0FYMbdEsFoaUvqpleUdl5mDQkr Bon8NXQ5REci/AK1psbOuEbDQIPBhiP1iV Rc5iiELC1bNBlkSuTEl0PSrAxZQ7NKUHMW Zs6xFsdLQEKyyhiM61dYtIVWQkZjNNyOLl u3AIzTUkIe6r49ODhwhkqnlLCLosiACqFO iTfBK9mOU7hRHAShUej8ycBAXjHAjZiCy/ D0CkP1FE9lubVIG1nAeZRBO4tuCoTmP1bWn fIcewLyhBsly+X2nVDDlYFJ0/+PvQSmKc6 s8YhwI85MLC+kDcekTlkBr5o6tRVj2GYxx 9WSg2gd8HL916Gf5jDBWWrZgSdlZtiWpn7 87OmTpt7Z8fdjE/pooVxmeDF1maigqU2RN XU83IyTeM33NR7ubm2fi/c3N6/DFwZAXkC 3MM/CfWd3q5OSvb3rgG1xHWxvO+6cNze2O ym+72FBuzxRr2kuZf7VuNLEDN2b9qrJAGl R+7XhSITVhKSAHueKoLdplVHjUYM+IWmFs 2MW8TEMNU2NN8tSVUh9izJcuW5K6+8aVCKv kC64nAscId8H7t+7Rd7OeFlfP7rkswTXgv IlpACsvKmftH+BRRulle2CHl5aBF5MGSVw 1udN/fBCXM6LAjKq6/E5slPWP3TGyzY4w1 sAX9f6oBMQ+gjwKTbwFM/xO+0vNmXuIZmV dUhm1Wn8S1mzpsEnP1l+4K8KzzeGCXLs+4 3VB192j38v+jz6IroTJdFu9CB6HB1GRxGL fop+i/6I/uyZ3s+9X3q/Llxv3ugwn0bB1/ v9H3yIMBo=</latexit>
block-hollow
<late xit sha1 _base64=" ImhRxax6 sMXuxJ+8s KDHcuy0x 5I=">AAAI 7niclVXN bhs3EN6kP 1HVP6c99N ALUUNFEj jyrv/TwkC AxEAKJKh bxEkArWBw uaMVKy7J kFzbymJfo 7eih156a J+hz9G36X C1dk3ZaN AFBA1n5hs Oh99wMi2 4dXH8942b 77z73vu3 eh/0P/zo4 08+Xbn92 QurKsPgiC mhzKuMWhB cwpHjTsA rbYCWmYCX 2eyRt788 AWO5ks/dX MO4pIXkE 86oQ9Xxyh cpA+nAcF n0M6HY7P5 UCaFOj1d W42HcfuSq kHTCatR9 h8e3b/2V5 opVJYZjg lo7SmLt1o g7VZhlVc pxTY3jTED TTysLmrI ZLaA+mxjK QlWm1MzRz IZayRlc4 ytm1Bg6D7 QjFCUtwY 7rtkINGaA mJxNl8Cc dabUhwk32 xjWXunIg 2QIwqQRxi viykZwbY E7MUaDMcD wIYVOK6W DtbD9IyfH ZG0xHwil TZUllfi9l 3ODB81Ey rlNvHp1f2 f4dH2Xol3 fRJlUOIz ulGvYXkLX c0NM1LiU YgjvsJ9qN SYu5S+p0 opSTyoHlb 4CsJs23T dMPN55k6u z/7euPSW VxzdbDvbd vHhSCikJ hqaZlMyBT 5/Q36+s+ 9lCZYl3Pi vULu12Ga QsVkgmzeh uUs7MAzLh bIhgtbUn d9IrSzsus IWHGIJG/ hi6H6EiEX 6DW1NgZ1 2gYaDBYcK Q+kYrLHI WQpWWLJoN MiZz4dEi alSFraFYJ as7CnXPM xfESkJCsM gbj+hUmb aGVkNEYDY +jy9YtAG O3lJCHuu8 ODg6codIp JewiKTKg vuOJN8Fr2 bZTeFBsB KFR6PzJwE BeMcCDmI LL8PYKQ/U Ub2W5tEg bWcB5lEHb i24KhOY/ Vdad8hxrA vKEGyXL5 fKdUMOVgU nT/4+zBK Yp9qzxiPA gzkwsL6Q N26ROWQGv mzq1FWNY ZjHH1ZKDa B3waf3XoZ /mMMFeat mBN2VmWJa mfvL82dO m3tnx72MT +mihXGZ4 MXWZqKCpT ZE1dTzcj JN4zdc1Hu 5ubZ+LDz Y3r8MXBkB eQLdwn4X 7zu5WJyV7 e9cB2+Q6 2N523Dlvb mx3UvzAw 4JyeaJeU1 zK/My4UsQ M3Zv2qck AaVH7teFI hNWEpIAe 54qgtmmVU eNRgz4ha YW9YxbxMQ w1TY0vy1 JWSH2LMlx 5bkrr3xp UIq+QLric C2whXwfu p91i3854W V8/vuSzB NeC8iWkAM y8qZ+2f4 FFG6WV7YI eXloEXkwZ nLHUzJv6 0YW4vC8Ky KiuxufIT ln/2Bkv2+ AMXwGcrv VBJyD0MeA oNvAM7/F 77R82Ze4h mZV1SGbV afykrFnT4 MhPlgf8V eHFxjBBjv 2wsfrw62 7496Ivo6+ iO1ES7UY PoyfRYXQU saiJfov+ iP7s6d7Pv V96vy5cb9 7oMJ9Hwd f7/R92li9 c</latex it><late xit sha1 _base64=" ImhRxax6 sMXuxJ+8s KDHcuy0x 5I=">AAAI 7niclVXN bhs3EN6kP 1HVP6c99N ALUUNFEj jyrv/TwkC AxEAKJKh bxEkArWBw uaMVKy7J kFzbymJfo 7eih156a J+hz9G36X C1dk3ZaN AFBA1n5hs Oh99wMi2 4dXH8942b 77z73vu3 eh/0P/zo4 08+Xbn92 QurKsPgiC mhzKuMWhB cwpHjTsA rbYCWmYCX 2eyRt788 AWO5ks/dX MO4pIXkE 86oQ9Xxyh cpA+nAcF n0M6HY7P5 UCaFOj1d W42HcfuSq kHTCatR9 h8e3b/2V5 opVJYZjg lo7SmLt1o g7VZhlVc pxTY3jTED TTysLmrI ZLaA+mxjK QlWm1MzRz IZayRlc4 ytm1Bg6D7 QjFCUtwY 7rtkINGaA mJxNl8Cc dabUhwk32 xjWXunIg 2QIwqQRxi viykZwbY E7MUaDMcD wIYVOK6W DtbD9IyfH ZG0xHwil TZUllfi9l 3ODB81Ey rlNvHp1f2 f4dH2Xol3 fRJlUOIz ulGvYXkLX c0NM1LiU YgjvsJ9qN SYu5S+p0 opSTyoHlb 4CsJs23T dMPN55k6u z/7euPSW VxzdbDvbd vHhSCikJ hqaZlMyBT 5/Q36+s+ 9lCZYl3Pi vULu12Ga QsVkgmzeh uUs7MAzLh bIhgtbUn d9IrSzsus IWHGIJG/ hi6H6EiEX 6DW1NgZ1 2gYaDBYcK Q+kYrLHI WQpWWLJoN MiZz4dEi alSFraFYJ as7CnXPM xfESkJCsM gbj+hUmb aGVkNEYDY +jy9YtAG O3lJCHuu8 ODg6codIp JewiKTKg vuOJN8Fr2 bZTeFBsB KFR6PzJwE BeMcCDmI LL8PYKQ/U Ub2W5tEg bWcB5lEHb i24KhOY/ Vdad8hxrA vKEGyXL5 fKdUMOVgU nT/4+zBK Yp9qzxiPA gzkwsL6Q N26ROWQGv mzq1FWNY ZjHH1ZKDa B3waf3XoZ /mMMFeat mBN2VmWJa mfvL82dO m3tnx72MT +mihXGZ4 MXWZqKCpT ZE1dTzcj JN4zdc1Hu 5ubZ+LDz Y3r8MXBkB eQLdwn4X 7zu5WJyV7 e9cB2+Q6 2N523Dlvb mx3UvzAw 4JyeaJeU1 zK/My4UsQ M3Zv2qck AaVH7teFI hNWEpIAe 54qgtmmVU eNRgz4ha YW9YxbxMQ w1TY0vy1 JWSH2LMlx 5bkrr3xp UIq+QLric C2whXwfu p91i3854W V8/vuSzB NeC8iWkAM y8qZ+2f4 FFG6WV7YI eXloEXkwZ nLHUzJv6 0YW4vC8Ky KiuxufIT ln/2Bkv2+ AMXwGcrv VBJyD0MeA oNvAM7/F 77R82Ze4h mZV1SGbV afykrFnT4 MhPlgf8V eHFxjBBjv 2wsfrw62 7496Ivo6+ iO1ES7UY PoyfRYXQU saiJfov+ iP7s6d7Pv V96vy5cb9 7oMJ9Hwd f7/R92li9 c</latex it><late xit sha1 _base64=" ImhRxax6 sMXuxJ+8s KDHcuy0x 5I=">AAAI 7niclVXN bhs3EN6kP 1HVP6c99N ALUUNFEj jyrv/TwkC AxEAKJKh bxEkArWBw uaMVKy7J kFzbymJfo 7eih156a J+hz9G36X C1dk3ZaN AFBA1n5hs Oh99wMi2 4dXH8942b 77z73vu3 eh/0P/zo4 08+Xbn92 QurKsPgiC mhzKuMWhB cwpHjTsA rbYCWmYCX 2eyRt788 AWO5ks/dX MO4pIXkE 86oQ9Xxyh cpA+nAcF n0M6HY7P5 UCaFOj1d W42HcfuSq kHTCatR9 h8e3b/2V5 opVJYZjg lo7SmLt1o g7VZhlVc pxTY3jTED TTysLmrI ZLaA+mxjK QlWm1MzRz IZayRlc4 ytm1Bg6D7 QjFCUtwY 7rtkINGaA mJxNl8Cc dabUhwk32 xjWXunIg 2QIwqQRxi viykZwbY E7MUaDMcD wIYVOK6W DtbD9IyfH ZG0xHwil TZUllfi9l 3ODB81Ey rlNvHp1f2 f4dH2Xol3 fRJlUOIz ulGvYXkLX c0NM1LiU YgjvsJ9qN SYu5S+p0 opSTyoHlb 4CsJs23T dMPN55k6u z/7euPSW VxzdbDvbd vHhSCikJ hqaZlMyBT 5/Q36+s+ 9lCZYl3Pi vULu12Ga QsVkgmzeh uUs7MAzLh bIhgtbUn d9IrSzsus IWHGIJG/ hi6H6EiEX 6DW1NgZ1 2gYaDBYcK Q+kYrLHI WQpWWLJoN MiZz4dEi alSFraFYJ as7CnXPM xfESkJCsM gbj+hUmb aGVkNEYDY +jy9YtAG O3lJCHuu8 ODg6codIp JewiKTKg vuOJN8Fr2 bZTeFBsB KFR6PzJwE BeMcCDmI LL8PYKQ/U Ub2W5tEg bWcB5lEHb i24KhOY/ Vdad8hxrA vKEGyXL5 fKdUMOVgU nT/4+zBK Yp9qzxiPA gzkwsL6Q N26ROWQGv mzq1FWNY ZjHH1ZKDa B3waf3XoZ /mMMFeat mBN2VmWJa mfvL82dO m3tnx72MT +mihXGZ4 MXWZqKCpT ZE1dTzcj JN4zdc1Hu 5ubZ+LDz Y3r8MXBkB eQLdwn4X 7zu5WJyV7 e9cB2+Q6 2N523Dlvb mx3UvzAw 4JyeaJeU1 zK/My4UsQ M3Zv2qck AaVH7teFI hNWEpIAe 54qgtmmVU eNRgz4ha YW9YxbxMQ w1TY0vy1 JWSH2LMlx 5bkrr3xp UIq+QLric C2whXwfu p91i3854W V8/vuSzB NeC8iWkAM y8qZ+2f4 FFG6WV7YI eXloEXkwZ nLHUzJv6 0YW4vC8Ky KiuxufIT ln/2Bkv2+ AMXwGcrv VBJyD0MeA oNvAM7/F 77R82Ze4h mZV1SGbV afykrFnT4 MhPlgf8V eHFxjBBjv 2wsfrw62 7496Ivo6+ iO1ES7UY PoyfRYXQU saiJfov+ iP7s6d7Pv V96vy5cb9 7oMJ9Hwd f7/R92li9 c</latex it><late xit sha1 _base64=" ImhRxax6 sMXuxJ+8s KDHcuy0x 5I=">AAAI 7niclVXN bhs3EN6kP 1HVP6c99N ALUUNFEj jyrv/TwkC AxEAKJKh bxEkArWBw uaMVKy7J kFzbymJfo 7eih156a J+hz9G36X C1dk3ZaN AFBA1n5hs Oh99wMi2 4dXH8942b 77z73vu3 eh/0P/zo4 08+Xbn92 QurKsPgiC mhzKuMWhB cwpHjTsA rbYCWmYCX 2eyRt788 AWO5ks/dX MO4pIXkE 86oQ9Xxyh cpA+nAcF n0M6HY7P5 UCaFOj1d W42HcfuSq kHTCatR9 h8e3b/2V5 opVJYZjg lo7SmLt1o g7VZhlVc pxTY3jTED TTysLmrI ZLaA+mxjK QlWm1MzRz IZayRlc4 ytm1Bg6D7 QjFCUtwY 7rtkINGaA mJxNl8Cc dabUhwk32 xjWXunIg 2QIwqQRxi viykZwbY E7MUaDMcD wIYVOK6W DtbD9IyfH ZG0xHwil TZUllfi9l 3ODB81Ey rlNvHp1f2 f4dH2Xol3 fRJlUOIz ulGvYXkLX c0NM1LiU YgjvsJ9qN SYu5S+p0 opSTyoHlb 4CsJs23T dMPN55k6u z/7euPSW VxzdbDvbd vHhSCikJ hqaZlMyBT 5/Q36+s+ 9lCZYl3Pi vULu12Ga QsVkgmzeh uUs7MAzLh bIhgtbUn d9IrSzsus IWHGIJG/ hi6H6EiEX 6DW1NgZ1 2gYaDBYcK Q+kYrLHI WQpWWLJoN MiZz4dEi alSFraFYJ as7CnXPM xfESkJCsM gbj+hUmb aGVkNEYDY +jy9YtAG O3lJCHuu8 ODg6codIp JewiKTKg vuOJN8Fr2 bZTeFBsB KFR6PzJwE BeMcCDmI LL8PYKQ/U Ub2W5tEg bWcB5lEHb i24KhOY/ Vdad8hxrA vKEGyXL5 fKdUMOVgU nT/4+zBK Yp9qzxiPA gzkwsL6Q N26ROWQGv mzq1FWNY ZjHH1ZKDa B3waf3XoZ /mMMFeat mBN2VmWJa mfvL82dO m3tnx72MT +mihXGZ4 MXWZqKCpT ZE1dTzcj JN4zdc1Hu 5ubZ+LDz Y3r8MXBkB eQLdwn4X 7zu5WJyV7 e9cB2+Q6 2N523Dlvb mx3UvzAw 4JyeaJeU1 zK/My4UsQ M3Zv2qck AaVH7teFI hNWEpIAe 54qgtmmVU eNRgz4ha YW9YxbxMQ w1TY0vy1 JWSH2LMlx 5bkrr3xp UIq+QLric C2whXwfu p91i3854W V8/vuSzB NeC8iWkAM y8qZ+2f4 FFG6WV7YI eXloEXkwZ nLHUzJv6 0YW4vC8Ky KiuxufIT ln/2Bkv2+ AMXwGcrv VBJyD0MeA oNvAM7/F 77R82Ze4h mZV1SGbV afykrFnT4 MhPlgf8V eHFxjBBjv 2wsfrw62 7496Ivo6+ iO1ES7UY PoyfRYXQU saiJfov+ iP7s6d7Pv V96vy5cb9 7oMJ9Hwd f7/R92li9 c</latex it>
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Fig. 5. Empirical characterization of the separation tendency s ∈ [0, 1].
It is easy to show that s= 0 for block-hollow systems and
s = 1 for block-diagonal systems. Full systems are placed
in-between with s ≈ 0.5. Fig. 5 illustrates the range of s.
We call a system structured if it can be partitioned with a
large separation tendency. An empirically reasonable threshold
between structured and unstructured systems is s= 34 .
















and a partition with {xi} = {1, 1} and {ui} = {1, 0}. We
observe that the system matrix is semi-convergent (it even is
idempotent, i.e., (A)k = A). The system is not controllable,
therefore s is not guaranteed to exist a-priori. For an input
impulse δk, the system flow and the link usage become




















where we shade the link usage according to the partition. As all
elements in Γ are non-zero and finite, the separation tendency
exists. We obtain s = 12 , which suggests that the considered
partitioned system is not suited for structure exploitation.
C. Algorithm Performance Indication
We show that s is an indicator for the performance of system
structure exploitation. More specifically, we collect empirical
evidence that s relates to the growth in required algorithm
iterations when we switch from conventional to structure-
exploiting ADMM. We consider systems in six categories:
full, sparse, lower-triangular, banded, lower-banded, and star-
topology; as described in the ancillary material. Additionally,
we consider the dimensions x ∈ {5, 10, 20, 40}, which result
in 24 combinations. For each combination, we generate twenty
pairs of system matrices, which leads to a test set of 480
systems. For each system, we then generate twenty problems
of type (1). For simplicity, and as s only depends on the parti-
tioned system, we set X =Rx U =Ru. We solve the final 9600
problems with conventional and structure-exploiting ADMM.
For the structure-exploiting case, we choose a partition that fits
to the problem type and dimension as described in the ancillary
material. For the penalty parameters, we set ρ = ρi = 1.
We measure the number of iterations that are necessary to
converge within a certain accuracy of a precomputed solution.
We then compute the iteration increase factor when we switch
between algorithms, and we average this factor over each sys-
tem’s twenty initial conditions. Fig. 6 illustrates the result. The




























Fig. 6. Iteration increase over the separation tendency. Each of the 480 dots
represents an example system. For each system, we generate twenty problem
instances, run both algorithms, and depict the average increase.
key observation is that a large separation tendency indicates a
low iteration increase. Combined with the complexity results
in Table II, this allows us to assess the algorithm performance
as defined in Fig. 1, particularly without having to implement
and benchmark the algorithm first.
D. Related Concepts and System Properties
Several quantities that are used in the literature are related
to Φ, Γ, and s. Spectral clustering methods [27]–[29] interpret
the system as a weighted graph, where the elements of [A,B]
determine the edge weights. These methods can be used to
determine a system partition by cutting possibly low-weighted
edges. In contrast to the static weights [A,B], we use impulse-
response-based dynamical links for Γ. We can assess the
value of this dynamical concept by redrawing Fig. 6 while
we use [A,B] instead of Γ to obtain s. We then observe that
this static version of s is significantly less indicative for the
algorithm iteration growth. Furthermore, clustering methods
are sensitive to diagonal state and input transformations.
The similarity of A,B to block-diagonal matrices can be an





B. In [35], a range of diagonality measures is discussed;
generalizations to block-diagonality are straightforward. Same
as before, these measures ignore dynamic interaction, are less
indicative for the iteration growth, and are sensitive to diagonal
state and input transformations.
The computation of Γ is similar to the computation of the
H2 system norm, where the L2 norm is applied to the system’s
impulse response [36, Eq. (2.37)], [37, Eq. (2.167)]. Two main
differences separate the concepts. First, Γ is based on the
∆-system, which makes it finite for a wider range of cases.
Second, Γ is matrix-valued, which underlines the focus on
the system-internal state-to-state and input-to-state links. In
contrast, the H2 norm is scalar-valued, even if we use the full
state vector as system output [36, Eq. (2.37)].
Another related concept is the balanced realization [38,
Sec. 4.2], which is a state space system representation with
identical and diagonal controllability and observability Grami-
ans. The diagonal elements then quantify the influence of each
state on the input-output behavior. The concept resembles s
in its quantitative description of system-internal relations.
However, s is based on Φ with x2 + xu elements, while the
7TABLE III
COST-PER-ITERATION OF ALGORITHM 2 FOR THE CASCADE SYSTEM (20)
ADMM-type M threads cost cost/(i)
(i) conventional 1 1 277676 100%
(ii) structure-exploiting S 1 50220 18.09%
(iii) structure-exploiting S 2MN 3125 1.13%
Gramians only have x diagonal elements. Hence, Φ analyzes
the system with a higher resolution. Aside from that, another
distinction is that Φ (and therefore s) focuses on the state tran-
sition, while the Gramians relate to the input-output behavior.
V. SIMULATION STUDY
We apply structure-exploiting ADMM to a cascade system,
where our method leads to a substantial benefit. We also show
a negative example of an unstructured system. More positive
examples can be found in [25], [26].
A. Cascade System
A cascade system [39] is characterized by a lower block-





















where we use the stages i = 1,..., S, each with a dynamics
matrix Aii, input matrix Bii, and coupling matrix Ai(i−1).
Cascade systems are used for irrigation and drainage net-
works [40], [41], hydro-power systems [42], and vehicle
platoon control [43]. In [39], an interior point method is
developed, where the iteration complexity scales linearly in S
and cubically in N . For structure-exploiting ADMM, we
associate each stage to a virtual subsystem, i.e., M =S. Due
to the simple subsystem topology, the complexity results #4, 5
in Table II apply. Hence, for a single-thread implementation,
the iteration complexity scales linearly in S and N . Further,
when we use parallel computation, the complexity becomes
constant in S.
We consider S = 20 stages, each with xi = 6 states and
ui= 1 input, resulting in a cascade system with x = 120
states and u = 20 inputs. The system matrices are randomly
generated as described in the ancillary material. The stage
coupling Ai(i−1) has a rank equal to 1. We use (1) with N = 5
and box constraints. Table III shows estimates for the cost-per-
iteration of Algorithm 2 in different situations. In contrast to
the analytical bounds in Table II, we obtain the computational
costs by counting the scalar additions and multiplications
in an actual implementation. This counting strategy is more
precise than complexity bounds and takes the remaining matrix
sparsity into account. As opposed to timing measurements, it is
also less hardware-dependent. For the parallel implementation
(iii), we count the operations in the longest thread. We do
not account for memory access or data exchange operations,
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Fig. 7. Convergence of Algorithm 2 for the cascade system (20). The markers
indicate the geometric mean over 200 control scenarios; the illustrated range
includes 80% of all scenarios, excluding the best and worst 10%.
which is justified for many FPGA-type implementations where
such operations can be hard-coded. We see that structure
exploitation significantly reduces the computational cost.
By using the methods in Section IV, we obtain s= 0.975
for the cascade system. We assess the required number of
algorithm iterations by applying (i) - (iii) in a range of control
situations. More precisely, we generate 200 feasible instances
of (1) as described in the ancillary material. We compute ρ?i
for each subsystem, and we increase the penalty parameters
with a factor of 90 for improving the MPC performance as
discussed in Section III-C. We then analyze the convergence
to a precomputed nonzero solution (x?, u?) with
dist(x, u) = ‖[x;u]− [x?;u?]‖22 / ‖[x?;u?]‖22, (21)
where (x, u) is the current estimate, extracted after each
iteration. We rely on free licenses for Yalmip [44] and
Gurobi [45]. In Fig. 7, we show the growing solution accuracy
with the number of performed iterations as a statistic over the
200 problem instances. We compare the overall performance
of (i) - (iii) by using three different horizontal axes, scaled
with the computational costs in Table III. For a given point
along these axes, we see how many iterations each method
can perform while they use the same number of sequential
scalar operations. We observe that for the cascade system, the
exploitation of system structure results in faster convergence,
even for a single-thread implementation. When we use the
full parallelization potential, high performance is possible. By
sequentially combining previously parallel threads, it is also
possible to obtain implementations that perform between (ii)
and (iii) with less than 2MN threads.
B. Unstructured System
We consider the system from Example 1 with {xi}={1, 1}












The partition is unsuited as it does not align with any visible
system structure. This observation is reflected in s= 12 . We em-
bed (22) in an MPC setting with diagonal objectives and box
8TABLE IV
COST-PER-ITERATION OF ALGORITHM 2
FOR THE UNSTRUCTURED SYSTEM (22)
ADMM-type M threads cost cost/(i)
(i) conventional 1 1 878 100%
(ii) structure-exploiting S 1 1329 151%
(iii) structure-exploiting S 2MN 552 63%
constraints, which makes the partition admissible. Table IV
shows the numerical cost analysis. We see that when we switch
from (i) to (ii), the computational cost increases. For a parallel
implementation (iii), the cost reduces again. However, further
simulations show that the overall performance remains worse
than for conventional ADMM. Hence, structure exploitation
only performs well if the controlled system has structure.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We adapt ADMM to exploit structure in MPC. If the
controlled system is sufficiently structured, the resulting al-
gorithm scales well, can be specialized with multiple penalty
parameters, is highly parallelizable, and shows improved over-
all performance. Our algorithm reduces the cost-per-iteration,
especially for large and structured systems. The cost reduction
comes with an increase in necessary algorithm iterations due
to the virtual decomposition of the system. We introduce the
separation tendency, a measure of subsystem independence,
to relate the iteration increase to the level of structure in the
controlled system. Finally, we show a cascade system example,
where our structure-exploiting method significantly outper-
forms conventional ADMM. In future work, the separation
tendency can be utilized to determine a partition in the first
place. Also, a procedure can be developed that finds a state
and input transformation for maximizing exploitable structure,
while maintaining the partition admissibility. Furthermore, the
concepts of system flow and link usage can be used in other
areas of system analysis.
APPENDIX A
DETAILS AND PROOFS
A. Stacked Problem Formulation
For the objective in (7), we useQi= IN⊗diag(Ri, 0wi , Qi),
ryi =
[








, qi=−Qiryi , and
Ki =
1
2ryiQiryi , where ⊗ is the Kronecker product. We use
[Ci, ci] =

Bii Wi −I −Aiix1i
Aii Bii Wi −I 0. . . ...
Aii Bii Wi −I 0
 ,
where we understand Ci ∈ RNxi×yi such that Aii is always
below −I . For the individual constraints, we choose Yi such




i ) ∈ Ui×Rwi×Xi for all k. For the coupling,




B,W ] has a row rank defect of x−w,





by removing linearly dependent rows. We use the reordered

















We obtain the final form Dy = d in (7d) with D = D¯P .
B. Justification of Algorithm 2 and Proposition 1













where E = diag(Eζ , E), Eζ = diag(Eζ1 ,..., EζM ), and
E = diag(E1 ,..., EM ). The individual scaling matrices are
Eζi = βρiIyi and Ei = (1− β)ρiIyi . We require E to be
positive definite, which ensures that (23) is equivalent to (9e).
Positive definiteness of E is given if and only if ρi > 0 and








































IYi(ζi) + ID=d(), (24c)
where λ¯ =
√
ρE−1/2λ, ‖x‖E = ‖E1/2x‖2 =
√
x>Ex, and
I denotes an indicator function. By abusing the notation, we
replace λ¯ with λ. We obtain Algorithm 2 by applying standard
ADMM [6, Eqn. (3)] with (24). For Π¯D=d(·), we obtain





 (· − )‖22 s.t. D = d
}
,
which results in (10) through substituting ¯ = E
1/2
 . Propo-
sition 1-(i) follows as we have reduced Algorithm 2 to an
application of standard ADMM [6]. The algorithm converges
to a single fixed point according to [8, Thm. 2], which applies
to our formulation as shown in Appendix A-D. Statement (ii)
follows from inserting the parameters. We provide additional
details on the algorithm formulation in the ancillary material.

C. Justification of Table I
We denote the cost of an operation with c(·). Based on (11),
the largest subsystem in 2.1 has O(maxi c(Mi)) as Nici
can be precomputed. We use c(Mi) = O(c(Pi) + c(Ci) +
c(CiPiCi−1)). The cost for multiplying Pi relates to N -times
applying the inverse of Qi + I and Ri + I , where the first
part dominates due to x ≥ u. We precompute an LDL>
factorization and perform a forward-backward substitution as
in [46, Sec. 3.1] in O(Nx2i ). The cost for multiplying Ci
is dominated by N multiplications with Aii, which results
in O(Nx2i ). For c(CiPiCi−1), we again use LDL>, where L
is 2xi-banded as the multistage structure makes Ci banded.
By following [46, Sec. 4.3], we get O(Nx2i ).
The result for 2.2 follows from the composition of Y of
MN times Xi,Ui. In the case of box constraints, the projection
reduces to an element-wise clipping in O(2xi+ 2ui) = O(xi)
for each subsystem and time instance. With 2MNxi parallel
threads, 2.2 can also be executed in O(1).
By following (12), we use O(c(D¯)) for 2.3 as we
precompute E¯d and neglect permutations and sums. We
use c(D¯) = O(c(D¯) + c((D¯E¯D¯>)−1) with D¯ from





Br,−Wr]. For the largest block, we re-
quire O(maxk(c(D¯k) + c((D¯kE¯k(D¯k)>)−1)). We neglect
c(D¯k) as D¯k is sparse if the system has structure. For
c((D¯kE¯
k(D¯k)>)−1)), we use an LDL> factorization [46,
Sec. 3.1] in O(w2). In the ‘out-1’ case, A, B only have one
element per column, hence we can reshuffle D¯kE¯k(D¯k)> to
become block-diagonal. The largest block then has the size
maxi wi.
Step 2.4 decomposes into 2MN operations of size yki . The
longest thread has O(maxi{ui + wi + xi}) = O(maxi xi).
Further, with 2MNxi parallel threads, it even is O(1).
D. Proof of Proposition 2
Our result extends the convergence analysis in [8] by
including a scaled consensus constraint. Instead of y, w, Q,
q, A, b, Y as used in [8], we use the notation yˆ, wˆ, Qˆ, qˆ, Aˆ,
bˆ, Yˆ , where (9) relates to [8, Eqn. (3)] through
yˆ = [y¯; y], wˆ = [ζ; ], λˆ = [λζ ;λ] (25a)
Qˆ = 1/2diag(Q,Q), where Q = diag(Q1,...,QM ) (25b)






, where C = diag(C1,..., CM ) (25d)
bˆ = [0y×1; c], where c = [c1; . . . ; cM ] (25e)
Yˆ = {wˆ = [ζ; ] | ζi ∈ Yi, i = 1,...,M,D = d}. (25f)
In [8], it is required that {yˆ | Aˆyˆ = bˆ} ∩ Yˆ 6= ∅, Aˆ has full
row rank, and Zˆ>QˆZˆ is positive definite, where Zˆ contains an
orthonormal null space basis for Aˆ. With (25), Zˆ = 1√
2
[Z;Z],
and the assumptions made for the initial problem and Propo-
sition 2, these conditions are satisfied. By using a scaling as
in (23) and following [8], we obtain Algorithm 3 and the
definitions below.
Algorithm 3 ADMM as in [8, Eqn. (5)]
repeat 3.1 yˆ ← Mˆ(wˆ + λˆ− E−1qˆ) + Nˆ bˆ
3.2 wˆ ← T (yˆ − λˆ)
3.3 λˆ ← λˆ− yˆ + wˆ
Mˆ = [Iy; Iy]diag(Mi)[diag ( 1ρiEζi),diag ( 1ρiEi)] (26a)
Nˆ = [0(y+Nx)×y diag(Ni)] (26b)
T (·) = E−1/2 ΠE1/2Yˆ(E
1/2·) (26c)
In (26), we use Mi and Ni as in (11). To be consistent
with [8], we require (i) that Mˆ is a contraction, and (ii)
that T (·) is firmly nonexpansive [47], which is equivalent
to the properties noted in [8, Eqn. (8), Lem. 3] by [47,
Definition 4.1, Proposition 4.2]. For (i), it is sufficient to
check if all Mi are contractions. Similar to [8, Eqn. (5)],
we use the null space method in [32, Sec. 16.2] to obtain
the equivalent form Mi = Zi(Z>i ( 1ρiQi + I)Zi)−1Z>i . It
can be shown that (i) is satisfied if Zˆ>i QˆiZˆi is positive
definite. Requirement (ii) is true by [47, Proposition 4.8]
as T (·) is an orthogonal projection onto a convex set in a
Hilbert space with inner product 〈x, y〉E =x>Ey. As (i), (ii)
are satisfied, the convergence analysis in [8] applies. In [8,
Sec. V], the worst-case convergence rate is optimized with
ρ? = arg minρ ‖M˜‖2, where M˜ = Zˆ>MˆZˆ − 12INx, which
becomes M˜ = diag(Z>i MiZi − 12INxi) in our case. As M˜
is block-diagonal, we choose separate ρi in the same way as ρ
is chosen in [8], which results in Proposition 2. We provide a
detailed version of this proof in the ancillary material. 
E. Proof of Proposition 3
For (i), we show 0<
∑
jΓij<∞ for all i. First, we con-
sider (1b) with uk = δk, x0 = 0. We obtain xk = (A)k−1B1u×1
for k ≥ 1. Given that A is semi-convergent, xk asymptotically
converges to xeq = Axeq , which implies that ∆xk asymp-
totically converges to zero. Hence,
∑∞
k=0 |∆xk|2 is a sum
over a squared-exponential tail, which is finite [48, Eq. (2151),
p.1132]. Consequently, each Γij is finite and
∑
j Γij<∞ for
all i. To show
∑
j Γij>0, we use that controllability implies
that [B,AB,A2B,..., Ax−1B] has full rank, which means that
the sequence {xk} = {Ak−1B1u×1} spans Rx. The same is
true for {∆xk}. Also, controllability implies that A,B do not
have a common zero row. Hence, no row in Φk is filled with
zeros for all times, and we obtain
∑
j Γij > 0 for all i.
Statement (ii) is clear from 0 <
∑
j Γij <∞ and (18a).
For (iii), we use the diagonal state and input transformation
T = diag(t1, t2, . . . , tx+u) with ti 6= 0. More specifically, we
use [x¯k, u¯k] = T−1[xk, uk]. For the transformed system, we
obtain Φ¯k = T−1Φk and Γ¯ij = |ti|Γij . The factors |ti| then
cancel out in (18a), which makes s invariant to T . 
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